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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Setting the Stage: Global Virtual Collaboration

Today we live in a globalized world, where working globally in a virtual setting is important. At the end of the 1990s, Lipnack and Stamps (1999) were referring to virtual teams as the new way of "working together" while not being physically together at the same location. In 2001, Modalis Research Technologies reported that two-thirds of the employees in the United States were engaged in virtual collaboration (Connaughton and Shuffler, 2007). Virtual collaboration often means working with teams in different locations across different time zones. A survey from the Society for Human Resource Management in 2012 showed that almost 70% of multinational organizations work with virtual teams, and that number is expected to grow (Gilson et al., 2015; Perry, 2008) as globally distributed teams start to be present across industries and sectors (Connaughton and Shuffler, 2007; Gilson et al., 2015). Recently, Gilson et al. (2015) confirmed that the past decade has witnessed growth in the use of virtual teams.

Global collaboration has earned itself a well-established place in the literature for about a decade and a half, already offering insight into the way that distributed team members share knowledge and the challenges associated with global collaboration, such as the lack of face-to-face interaction (Cramton, 2001; Hinds, 2002; Gibson and Cohen, 2003). However, we still know relatively little about how people effectively collaborate
in an environment where work toward a shared goal is done across national borders with the support of information and communication technologies (Hinds et al., 2011). A call has gone out for more research to capture the changing nature of teamwork and global virtual collaboration (Wageman et al., 2012).

To close that gap, we must first develop an understanding of how global team members collaborate. One way to do this is by exploring one of the settings in which globally distributed teams work: meetings. Meetings are important, as they are a setting that allows for synchronous communication even if they pose a challenge when globally distributed (Tang et al., 2011). When a team is globally distributed, team members often use advanced information and communication technologies that facilitate collaboration to reach shared goals (Hinds et al., 2011). Advanced collaborative technologies allow for synchronous communication regardless of team members’ location. This leads to an important question: How do we engage members of globally distributed teams in effective collaboration using advanced meeting tools? In this chapter, I review the literature on how globally distributed teams collaborate in the setting of virtual meetings.

### 1.2 Collaboration in Globally Distributed Teams

The concept of global collaboration is inevitably intertwined with the concept of globally distributed teams (Bosch-Sijtsema et al., 2011). According to the Oxford Dictionary, collaboration is "the action of working with someone to produce something" ("Collaboration," n.d.). Hinds et al. (2011) defined global virtual collaboration as the act through which individuals work closely together toward a shared goal across national boundaries. One of the most important factors for achieving team success is effective collaboration among the distributed team members (Hansen, 2013).

Studies claim that virtuality is impairing collaboration in distributed teams (Armstrong and Cole, 2002). Distributed teams are more likely to experience conflict than co-located ones (Hinds and Bailey, 2003). Distance is most often considered a barrier to virtual work, even if the debate is still ongoing (Chudoba et al., 2005; Connaughton and
Shuffler, 2007). The physical distance poses a barrier for communication and collaboration (Allen, 1977), as well as to relationship building (Kraut et al., 1990).

Working at a distance exacerbates the mutual knowledge problem, as individuals in virtual teams lack contextual information about each other’s work setting, which poses knowledge-sharing problems (Cramton, 2001). Difficulties caused by language misunderstandings (Neeley et al., 2009) and cultural differences (Hinds et al., 2011) can also complicate knowledge sharing and intercultural collaboration. According to the literature on global work, developing an awareness of the situational attributes of the workplace of distributed team colleagues is crucial. Team members’ sharing information about what they are working on or how busy they are can significantly reduce conflict and improve collaboration (Hinds and Bailey, 2003; Olson and Olson, 2000).

Studies have suggested that advanced communication technologies can boost collaboration by decreasing the physical and temporal barriers among distributed knowledge workers, thereby offering better access to where they can find knowledge (Hendriks, 1999). However, that is the case only if the team members willingly engage in social interaction with each other (Macdonald and Piekkari, 2005; Scott and Walsham, 2005). Unfortunately, collaborative technologies can become “burdens for the organization” when people overuse them to such an extent that their initial purpose is lost (Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011).

Status differences are also important for virtual team performance, as they can influence the collaborative behavior of individuals and thus affect collaboration. Status differences can lead to misunderstandings and refusals to cooperate, especially in the case of remote teams (Hinds and Pfeffer, 2003; Levina and Vaast, 2008; Metiu, 2006). Research has also shown that high status individuals located at power centers, such as headquarters, are unwilling to share knowledge with those from subsidiaries (Gumienny et al., 2013). Individuals from high status sites also have more power in deciding meeting times when distributed across large time zone differences (Tang et al., 2011).

Trust plays a key role in team performance. Virtual teams can develop trust, but
that requires more time than in traditional teams (Iacono and Weisband, 1997). On the other hand, Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1998) claimed that trust is not so much dependent on time but on timing, being formed during the early stages of their work together based on members’ perceptions of each other.

Face-to-face interaction is essential for virtual teams to overcome geographical distance and be able to build trust from early on. Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak (2008) showed in their study of transactive memory systems that such meetings improve knowledge sharing and thus collaboration. Moreover, periodic face-to-face meetings may improve project progress (Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000). Face-to-face encounters and previous experience are also helpful in mitigating conflict (Cummings and Kiesler, 2008). In their study of 4000 teams of collaborators, Cummings and Kiesler (2008, p. 437) found that ”prior experience reduces the negative impact of distance” and that ”a prior project with a collaborator predicts greater strength of a current collaborative work tie.” In addition, face-to-face meetings are useful, as they help to build not only trust but also familiarity (Hertel et al., 2005; Olson and Olson, 2000). They are also helpful in maintaining high levels of team cohesion and helping team members form a shared identity (Hinds and Bailey, 2003).

The major challenges to effective collaboration in a globally distributed environment can be overcome by reflection and context sharing (Katz and Te’eni, 2007), empathy building (Neeley et al., 2009), or longer site visits (Hinds and Cramton, 2013). Acknowledging the importance of familiarity and proximity as enhancers of collaboration among members of globally distributed teams is important. Recent research by Hinds and Cramton (2013) illustrated how that can be achieved through long site visits, preferably for headquarters to visit the subsidiary. The time spent at the other site will offer an increased understanding of the context and will allow for bonding on a more personal level. Once the visit is over, the social ties created and the mutual knowledge gained will facilitate collaboration.

By sharing information on context as much as on content, individuals can overcome
the lack of physical cues and become better at effectively transferring their work know-how (Finholt et al., 2002). A shared understanding of each other’s context and surroundings becomes a must for them to be able to mitigate the negative effects of media on information and knowledge sharing (Cramton, 2001). Mutual knowledge is a first step in shaping individuals’ perceptions to a more positive view of virtual collaboration, increasing their willingness to share knowledge and cooperate (Cramton, 2001).

1.3 Globally Distributed Teams

The use of globally distributed teams is seen as a key factor for ensuring profit growth and satisfying customers around the world (Connaughton and Shuffler, 2007). Already a decade ago, Kirkman and Mathieu (2005) claimed that most teams had at least one virtuality dimension. Researchers use various terms to describe virtual teams. Townsend et al. (1998, p. 18) talked about virtual teams as “groups of geographically and/or organizationally dispersed coworkers that are assembled using a combination of telecommunications and information technologies to accomplish an organizational task.” However, the degree of virtuality or dispersion characterizing a team are still discussable (Hertel et al., 2005; Gilson et al., 2015).

Research has illustrated that teams are now rarely located in the same office space, but spread around the globe, with their team members collaborating and sharing knowledge across geographical distances and national boundaries through the use of technology (Gibson and Cohen, 2003; Zakaria et al., 2004). Building on previous work, researchers refer to virtual teams as teams with members distributed globally, working closely together to achieve a common goal and using computer-mediated technology for most of their communication (Hertel et al., 2005; Gibson and Cohen, 2003; Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000). The term ”virtual teams” is often used interchangeably with the term ”distributed teams.” Distributed teams are characterized by their dependence on communication technologies to collaborate, their geographical dispersion, and their culturally diverse backgrounds (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006). Zakaria et al. (2004) differentiated themselves from
previous researchers by adding the cross-cultural element to the classical "virtual team" concept and talking about it as "global virtual teams" instead. This thesis combines these approaches and defines a globally distributed team as a group of individuals located in different geographical regions collaborating through the use of technology across organizational boundaries to accomplish a shared goal. Throughout the thesis the terms "global virtual team," "virtual team," "globally distributed team," and "distributed team" will be used interchangeably with the same meaning as defined above.

People in globally distributed teams adapt to a new way of working, as compared to members of traditional teams. They lack the water cooler encounters, while also missing out on the networking benefits of having a shared office space (Kirkman et al., 2004). Despite all that, global teams are sometimes favored over traditional co-located teams due to bringing cost advantage and access to a diverse pool of global talent (Hinds et al., 2011; Majchrzak et al., 2005). This is the case in spite of the fact that the lack of face-to-face interaction that characterizes virtual work is known to pose significant difficulties to the transfer and sharing of knowledge among members of globally distributed teams (Finholt et al., 2002).

For the last decade, researchers have studied the dynamics of teams of workers who collaborate remotely across geographical distances and national boundaries (Hinds et al., 2011). Hinds et al. (2011) found that the literature on intercultural collaboration is still unclear on how distributed team members can overcome their cultural differences and successfully engage in global collaboration. Others have also studied how to effectively engage distributed team members in global collaboration (Olson and Olson, 2000; Powell et al., 2004). A large body of research covers the reduction of conflict in global teams (Cramton, 2001; Griffith et al., 2003), the increase in shared identity (Mortensen and Hinds, 2001), the establishment of communication and trust (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1998; Jarvenpaa et al., 2004), the underlying measures for subgroup dynamics (Cramton and Hinds, 2004), the reduction of language issues (Neeley et al., 2009), the improvement in intercultural collaboration (Hinds et al., 2011), the use of site visits (Hinds and Cram-
ton, 2013), and the creation of communication networks (Hinds and McGrath, 2006). Yet what we are still missing is a better understanding of the underlying reasons as to why and how distributed team members collaborate across distances and large time spans via advanced meeting tools (Tang et al., 2011; Hinds et al., 2015; Gilson et al., 2015).

1.4 Team Composition

To understand the team, we need to understand the people forming the team. Most often, a team has a team leader, and an individual can be part of multiple teams. This phenomenon is known as multi-team membership. Thus, an individual may have more than one team leader (Maynard et al., 2012; Mortensen et al., 2007; O’Leary and Cummings, 2007). Studies have shown that, nowadays, close to 90% of individuals have at least two teams to which they belong. This change in the nature of teams is largely due to the fast-paced developments in collaborative technologies (Wageman et al., 2012) and the growing presence of globally distributed teams (Maynard et al., 2012). As with globally distributed teams, Mortensen et al. (2007) noted that multiple team memberships can pose significant coordination challenges for getting work done, as team members are usually physically remote and collaborating via information technologies across time zone differences. However, studies are still scarce exploring the specific challenges posed by multiple-team memberships (Mortensen et al., 2007; O’Leary and Cummings, 2007).

In such contexts, what becomes important is the amount of time (Mark et al., 2005; McGrath, 1991) team members dedicate to the focal team, as the higher the time allocated to the core team, the better the performance (O’Leary and Cummings, 2007). Therefore, team members must be able to commit a sufficient amount of time to their teams. Which team receives most team members’ time (Maynard et al., 2012) is also important. With the race for team members’ time and attention when they are part of several teams (Cummings and Haas, 2012), taking a different view and looking at the situation from the individuals’ perspective is interesting. When individuals belong to several teams at the same time, with the expectation of delivering value to all of them, how do the
individuals cope with the challenge of collaborating across distance in an effective way? What are the implications of this time pressure and stress for multi-lateral participation in terms of their collaborative behavior? How do they distribute their time during the day? Do they have any decision power in how their workday looks?

Another interesting situation arises with global dispersions of team members, when the team includes one lonely member, isolated from the rest, located at a remote location. O’Leary et al. (2011) found in an experimental setting that in such a situation, no “us vs. them” mentality develops, as it usually does when a few isolated members are in the same location. In the situation of only one remote member, what happened was quite surprising, as the other team members showed proactivity and interest in collaborating on a better plan to ensure the remote member was not left out. It would be interesting to see if this is the case in real settings as well. It would be a nice surprise to see the team members from the headquarters, for example, striving for the inclusion of that one remote team member and allowing for mutually beneficial meeting times (Tang et al., 2011). It would also be interesting to see if video is used in the collaboration process to increase visibility and closeness with the remote member (Koehne et al., 2012; Venolia et al., 2010). Video calls are not only useful for creating visibility (Koehne et al., 2012) but also for establishing clear communication (Cramton, 2001). Ideally, when combined with travels and regular face-to-face meetings, video calls create a common ground for avoiding conflict and misunderstanding and solving mutual knowledge problems, which is essential for achieving effective global collaboration (Cramton, 2001, 2002). However, such challenges may also be overcome with the help and availability of advanced information and communication technologies (Maynard et al., 2012). The numerous recent technological advancements, together with the changes in organizational goals, are making distributed teamwork something common in today’s organizations (Gilson et al., 2015; Connaughton and Shuffler, 2007). New technologies are providing the means for dispersed, asynchronous virtual collaboration (Montoya-Weiss et al., 2001). In this way, organizations are able to hire the most talented irrespective of their location and build teams of the most qualified and specialized knowledge workers regardless of their geo-
1.5 Time Zone Distribution

Even with the notable upgrades in communication technologies, completely overcoming distance is difficult (Olson and Olson, 2000). Yet chances are more favorable in doing so when collaborative technologies are intuitive and technical issues rarely arise (Karis et al., 2014). However, when time zone differences are large, such as 8 hours or more, the challenge is significant (Tang et al., 2011). Large time zone differences pose challenges to coordination among globally distributed team members, making it tougher to engage in effective global collaboration (O’Leary and Cummings, 2007; Tang et al., 2011). Tang et al. (2011) found that several factors influence the synchronous interaction time for members of globally distributed teams. They learned that the number of people involved at each site, the status of the site and of the people at the site, cultural aspects, and individual flexibility have an impact on scheduling a meeting.

1.6 Technological Advances

The frequent use of advanced collaborative technologies improves collaboration among distributed team members significantly (Gilson et al., 2015; Maynard et al., 2012; O’Leary and Cummings, 2007). These new emerging technologies are enabling individuals to work together toward a shared goal from any place at any time, which is why they deserve attention. One powerful new emerging technology is the advanced meeting tool (Gilson et al., 2015). Thanks to communication technologies, globally distributed team members can still collaborate effectively even when working ”across major time zone differences, across internal business units, across cultures” (Chudoba et al., 2005, p. 280) and at the same time build high levels of trust.

To understand what makes team collaboration successful via virtual meetings, exploring the collaborative behavior of individuals in virtual meetings is necessary. By understanding the underlying mechanisms of their collaborative or non-collaborative behavior
Chapter 1. Introduction

during such meetings, we can develop a better understanding of how we can improve
global collaboration.

In other words, when shifting the discussion from traditional co-located teams, with
members part of one only one team (Hackman and Oldham, 1976; Ilgen et al., 2005),
to teams with geographically dispersed members using advanced information and com-
munication technologies to collaborate, with members part of several teams at the same
time, good planning and coordination is a must for team success (Mortensen et al., 2007;
Maynard et al., 2012). Most often, globally distributed teams face challenges in planning
for their work together because of the time wasted on interpreting unclear communica-
tion and on coordinating tasks (Maynard et al., 2012). With good preparation, team
members can reduce such inconveniences significantly and increase team performance
(Maynard et al., 2012; Walther, 1995). The latest technological advances do make it pos-
sible to work from any place at any time, but for that process to be effective, individuals’
understanding of how they collaborate in teams must change.

1.7 Meetings - A Setting for Collaboration

Despite the considerable gaps in overlapping working hours due to time zone differ-
ences, meetings are still a useful way to achieve efficient coordination and clear commu-
nication among team members, while at the same time cutting travel costs to zero and
eliminating the eventual misunderstandings that sometimes arise when communicating
via email or chat (Tang et al., 2011). However, global virtual meetings often have two
consequences: first, team members located at the headquarters may simply overlook par-
ticipants located at distant sites, and, second, remote team members may struggle to join
the discussion (Karis et al., 2014). What can also happen is that team members can take
advantage of the distance occasioned by the advanced meeting tools and use meetings
as a means for showing they are present, when in fact they are engaged in other tasks
(Leonardi et al., 2010).

Back in the early 1990s, researchers had discovered that individuals spent large
amounts of times in meetings (Volkema and Niederman, 1995). That time spent in meetings has grown exponentially ever since (Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012). Moreover, researchers found that individuals’ perceptions of meeting effectiveness correlate with their overall job attitudes and well-being, potentially affecting the decision to leave the job in the longer term (Rogelberg et al., 2006), and the way they interpret organizational and team outcomes (Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012).

Meetings come in two different types: non-routine and routine meetings, for example, weekly meetings. The quality of weekly meetings is found to be low in almost 50% of situations (Schell, 2010) which is quite an alarming finding, when we consider the large amount of time spent in meetings (Hackman, 2002). Not surprising, low levels of well-being (Rogelberg et al., 2006) and high levels of fatigue (Luong and Rogelberg, 2005) correlate with meeting overload. However, meetings may instead act as enhancers of goal achievement when the job is highly task interdependent (Rogelberg et al., 2006).

Managers spend a considerable amount of time in meetings that are often unproductive and unfocused (Bresciani and Eppler, 2009). Cummings and Haas (2012) drew attention to the importance of time allocation for team performance. In "So Many Teams, So Little Time: Time Allocation Matters in Geographically Dispersed Teams," they studied over 2000 team members within globally distributed teams who belonged to multiple teams and looked at their allocation of time for the teams to which they belonged. They learned that when the right amount of time is allocated to the right type of teams, team performance increases in globally distributed teams. In addition, other studies found that virtual meetings are still considered a good choice for when distributed team members need to discuss or work together on tasks that are too complicated to tackle over asynchronous communication media (Kauffeld & Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012; Tang et al., 2011).

When time is wasted in meetings, the company loses money (Romano Jr and Nunemaker Jr, 2001). Thus, understanding how the company can improve collaboration via virtual meetings is essential, both for the good of the employees and of the company. We
can conclude the following:

- Many explanations exist for the non-collaborative behavior of distributed team members. Such behavior may challenge virtual team effectiveness (Cramton, 2001; Hinds and Bailey, 2003).

- Perceptions influence collaborative behavior, and, to understand that, we need more information (Rogelberg et al., 2006).

- The status of the site as well as the status of the individuals, together with large time zone differences and geographical distribution, affect virtual team effectiveness and global collaboration (Tang et al., 2011).

I will therefore address these three issues in my thesis.

We found that non-collaborative behavior poses a challenge for the effectiveness of global collaboration. A better understanding of non-collaborative behavior is needed, which is why I investigated the reasons distributed team members choose to act in non-collaborative ways in my first empirical study. We found that individuals’ perceptions of virtual work formed an important issue in achieving successful virtual team collaboration. That is why I engaged in the study of how individuals’ perceptions of virtual work influence virtual collaboration. We also found that the status of the location and of the individuals, together with large time zone differences, pose significant challenges to virtual collaboration. That is why I explored how these barriers affect the daily workflow and collaboration process of the distributed team members. With my three studies, I have contributed to the understanding of why distributed team members engage in non-collaborative behavior, how perceptions of virtual teamwork influence collaborative behavior and the virtual collaboration process, and how the status of the site and of the individuals, together with large time zone differences and geographical dispersion, shapes the daily workflow of the distributed team members. My contributions offer insight into how we can engage globally distributed team members in effective virtual collaboration.

This dissertation is structured as follows: First, in this chapter, I have briefly reviewed
the literature on how global distributed teams collaborate in the context of meetings. Second, in chapters II, III, and IV, I present the empirical part of my dissertation. Chapter II answers the first research question: Why do distributed team members engage in apparent non-collaborative behavior? Chapter III answers the second research question: How do distributed team members’ perceptions of virtual work influence their engagement in global virtual collaboration? Chapter IV answers the third research question: How do the geographical distribution and the status of the location and of the individuals influence the daily workflow of the distributed team members? Lastly, in chapter V, I summarize the findings, present the implications for research and practice, and conclude.
Chapter 2

Get Noticed, or Die Trying

Playing the Game on How to Advance in Distributed Teams

In technology-intensive environments that encompass work-around-the-clock cultures, distributed teams working together across time and space are very common. Such teams use advanced meeting tools to collaborate on a daily basis. Collaboration via advanced meeting tools is helpful for overcoming distance, but creates the potential for virtual meeting overload and helps team members feign presence in virtual meetings. Distributed team members may engage in apparent non-collaborative behavior during virtual meetings (e.g., shopping online, working on other projects, or playing video games). In this paper, I investigate the underlying reasons that cause members of globally distributed teams to behave in this manner. My findings show that career advancement plays a key role in explaining the apparent non-collaborative behavior. They also indicate that individuals are willing to sacrifice their personal life for career advancement. I conclude with a discussion of the implications for effective global collaboration with respect to the design of distributed teams.

**Keywords:** globally distributed teams, global collaboration, non-collaborative behavior, virtual meetings, advanced meeting tools, career, rat race, well-being
2.1 Introduction

A recent survey conducted by InterCall (Huselton, 1999), the world’s largest conference call company, shows that as many as 65% of individuals participating in virtual meetings engage in activities unrelated to the topic of the virtual meeting in question. Common activities include sending emails (63%), eating or cooking (55%), using the toilet (47%), using text-messaging apps (44%), using social media (43%), playing computer games (25%), shopping (21%), training (9%), or taking another call at the same time (6%). Also, 40% of respondents reported that they have dropped calls without telling anyone, pretending they are still on, while another 27% admitted to falling asleep at least once. The survey reported on a sample of 530 Americans across a large pool of Fortune 500 companies and was featured in top business media outlets including the Harvard Business Review, Forbes Magazine, and the Wall Street Journal (Bellmar, 2015; Gavett, 2014). Other empirical studies have also shown that individuals often engage in other activities during virtual meetings (Benbunan-Fich and Truman, 2009; Wasson, 2004).

With meetings being so important to a firm’s success (Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012; Tang et al., 2011) and to the individuals themselves, for example, for career advancement opportunities (Shaffer et al., 2012) and task completion (Ericksen and Dyer, 2004; Staples and Webster, 2007), why do individuals behave this way? Such behavior seems inefficient both for them and the company. If individuals are not active in a meeting, why do they participate at all?

2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Theories Explaining Why Employees Attend Meetings

Individuals attend meetings because the company requires their participation. But they may have other reasons. According to the theory on impression management, individuals can use meetings to influence other people’s perceptions of them in a beneficial way (Bolino, 1999; Bolino et al., 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 1991; Turnley and Bolino, 2001;
Rosenfeld et al., 1996). One tactic people use is self-promotion (Jones and Pittman, 1982). For example, they try to benefit from attending a meeting by using it as a medium for convincing the audience of their competence. The role of impression management is important for career advancement (Bolino et al., 2008; Feldman and Klich, 1991; Wayne and Ferris, 1990; Wayne and Liden, 1995). However, impression management does not say much about participation in the special context of distributed teams where both observation and the use of technology differ from that in other settings (Birnholtz et al., 2012; Gilson et al., 2015; Panteli and Duncan, 2004).

Another related explanation for participation comes from the networking theory, which says that individuals will network for the purpose of career advancement (Porter and Woo, 2015). Studies have shown that when individuals attend meetings they try impress others, changing others’ perceptions of them in a way that benefits themselves (Goffman et al., 1959) with the purpose of networking for advancing in their careers or for other self-benefits (Porter and Woo, 2015). Nardi et al. (2000) referred to networking as the type of "invisible work" not taken into consideration in performance appraisals, yet important for such appraisals. Research has also demonstrated that networking can help fulfill the needs for both affiliation and power (Fournier and Moskowitz, 2000; McAdams, 1996; Porter and Woo, 2015). However, these studies on networking for career advancement seem to be more pertinent to traditional team settings than to virtual team settings, with little research investigating this phenomenon in distributed teams (Porter and Woo, 2015; Gilson et al., 2015).

Most of the literature on global virtual collaboration presents research conducted on non-technology intensive firms or in artificial settings, such as universities with college students acting as part of distributed teams (Gilson et al., 2015), where the situation differs from the settings of technology-intensive firms using advanced collaborative technologies to communicate and allowing for high levels of multitasking (Mark et al., 1999). In such environments, people commonly engage in multiple activities at the same time, abandoning a task before completion and changing focus to another task, sometimes as
quickly as every 4 to 11 minutes (González and Mark, 2004; Mark et al., 2005). This could relate to the high level of virtuality existing in technology-intensive firms and the levels of established trust among team members. This negatively affects performance (Adler and Benbunan-Fich, 2012; Wasson, 2004).

We thus have theories that explain why people attend meetings in traditional settings (i.e., impression management and networking theories) that go beyond the obvious reason of attending the meetings because "they have to." Research is therefore needed for meetings in distributed teams in the context of technology-intensive firms with a work-around-the-clock culture using advanced meeting tools to collaborate (Gilson et al., 2015).

### 2.2.2 Collaboration and Virtual Meetings

Collaboration at a distance is facilitated by communication technologies, such as advanced conference tools, which combine the information sharing capability with synchronous communications (Mark et al., 1999). Remote collaboration is usually accomplished through meetings (Romano Jr and Nunamaker Jr, 2001). Meetings are held for an official purpose. However, according to Orlikowski and Yates (1994, p. 542), they are also a "socially recognized type of communicative actions [...] that are habitually enacted by members of a community to realize particular social purposes."

Decades ago, researchers found that meetings dominate knowledge workers’ time and, at the same time, that they are costly and sometimes unproductive and dissatisfying (Romano Jr and Nunamaker Jr, 2001). Such lack of productivity and satisfaction negatively affects individuals’ perceptions of meetings, associating them with pessimism (Hackman, 2002). Not surprising, meeting overload leads to low levels of overall well-being and high levels of fatigue (Luong and Rogelberg, 2005; Rogelberg et al., 2006). Detailed studies of knowledge workers and managers have shown that they end up spending between 25% and 80% of their time in meetings, making meetings a central point of their work (Green and Lazarus, 1991) and an important vehicle for collaboration (Romano Jr and Nunamaker Jr, 2001).
Virtual meetings are a special case of collaboration. Virtual collaboration opens new doors because it allows individuals to be present while not actually being present (Hinds and Bailey, 2003). Specifically, individuals can be attending a virtual meeting, but their minds and sometimes actions might be somewhere else. In virtual settings, faking participation is easier than in co-located ones (Leonardi et al., 2010). Presence is a variable that people tend to take for granted when they are co-located, but which cannot be taken for granted when they are on a distributed team (Leonardi et al., 2010). In virtual teams, creating false impressions becomes easier with the help of information and communication technologies, which are used for individuals’ own purposes (Birnholtz et al., 2012; Leonardi et al., 2010).

Malhotra et al. (2007) brought to light the challenges faced by virtual team leaders in orchestrating a successful virtual team meeting. They studied 55 virtual teams from 33 different companies and identified six best practices leaders can use to ensure effective collaboration during virtual meetings. However, they did not look at why virtual team members engaged in non-collaborative behavior. Instead, they pointed out the need to deal with non-collaborative behavior in virtual meetings and offered a solution for how to lead a successful virtual meeting. Better solutions can possibly be designed with a better understanding of why. Meetings are an important part of individuals’ activities in knowledge-intensive firms with distributed work. Further, meetings are used for self-promotion and thus facilitate career advancement.

### 2.2.3 Career Advancement

Researchers have found that individuals use several "signaling" activities to attract a career promotion in traditional team settings. These activities include working long hours and making sure that the manager notices those long working hours. Working long hours in traditional office settings is associated with promotion prospects and career advancement and demonstrates commitment to work (Kato et al., 2014). In global virtual teams, the signaling is different and so are the mechanisms behind it (Weisband, 2002).

With the birth of teleworking (Leonardi et al., 2010) and then of distributed teams
(Hinds, 2002), people saw an occasion to recover their work-life balance, perceiving this as an escape from the company’s race for power and career advancement in the ”nine-to-five” classical work setting (Weisband, 2002). Knowledge workers believed this would be the end of the classic ”rat race.” Economics researchers first theorized about rat race behavior (Akerlof, 1976), assuming that some individuals were willing to do their tasks at a much quicker pace than their peers to signal superior abilities to their manager. This behavior can also lead to the phenomenon known as the ”rat race equilibrium” (Bardsley and Sherstyuk, 2006), where individuals work significantly longer hours in an inefficient way to signal greater efforts than their colleagues (Bardsley and Sherstyuk, 2006; Frederiksen et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2013). In the economic promotion theory, the rat race describes working long hours to win the career advancement game (Landers et al., 1996). The implications are that normal working hours become inefficiently stretched out, and when all individuals are willing to work so long, the signaling of higher effort disappears (Landers et al., 1996).

Individuals were hoping that the era of the rat race and subsequent long working hours would finally come to an end and a new balanced work lifestyle would replace it (Larsen and McInerney, 2002), given the flexibility of the new ways of working (Gibson and Cohen, 2003; Leonardi et al., 2010). However, that did not happen. Weisband (2002) explained that even if the classic rat race was over, individuals kept being rats. That is, even with the change in context and the end to ”nine-to-five” office slavery, the race for power and career advancement continued in distributed environments in a new shape. In the new distributed world, the classic rat race has become a race around the clock for virtual team members to finish their projects, as described by Lipnack and Stamps (2008) – an adventure to win against time. The race for time and project meeting overload have made virtual teams prone to dealing with large amounts of stress and low energy levels (Lipnack and Stamps, 2008; O’Leary et al., 2011).

Harsh work under pressure, with high levels of stress, can lead virtual team members to use the technologies available to them in a way that serves their own interests, such as
for securing a faster place in the race for career advancement. For example, in the case of groupware implementation, (Orlikowski, 1992) found that consultants resisted using the collaborative tools designed for sharing knowledge because, in their job, personal knowledge was a key resource in winning top projects. Therefore, using the collaborative tools would have worked against their career advancement plans. The empirical insights of these studies suggest that individual career ambitions play a central role in collaboration at a distance, as in the case of co-location. Individual career ambitions thus encourage and sustain apparent non-collaborative behavior across distributed team members. Yet such a focus on career in the context of collaboration in virtual team work has not yet been central to current research (Shaffer et al., 2012).

In this paper, I study meetings in a large technology-intensive organization where advanced collaboration tools are used for daily work practices. The individuals in the study are all part of virtual teams pertaining to the high-technology Fortune 100 company hereon referred to as GoldenSun.

2.3 Method

I used qualitative methods to study the way distributed team members collaborate globally because of their unique benefits for obtaining an in-depth understanding of the context within which actions take place and of the individuals involved (Myers, 2013).

2.3.1 Research Design

The research design of this study is cross-sectional in nature (Patton, 1990). It offers a snapshot of the current situation of how distributed team members collaborate with each other. The study takes an inductive approach to exploring global collaboration in virtual teams with a focus on virtual meetings using advanced collaborative technologies (Gilson et al., 2015).

I took an exploratory approach to both the data collection and the data analysis process, seeking to uncover insights into the behavior of distributed team members during virtual meetings and the underlying reasons for that behavior. The initial steps of the
data collection and analysis were more open than later ones, removing the rigor from the way the topics emerged. I then pursued relevant topics in the following step. The unit of analysis was the individual, specifically the members of GoldenSun’s distributed teams.

### 2.3.2 Case Selection

GoldenSun is a globally distributed, high-technology organization headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area that designs, manufactures, and sells networking equipment. It is a global leader in collaboration, employing over 70,000 people worldwide and achieving a turnover of over 45 billion dollars in 2014. It is one of the Fortune 100’s top companies to work for and has been for several years in a row. At the time of the data collection, the organization was undergoing large cuts, meaning decreases in benefits and a high need to be engaged in projects with headquarters. The organization has a well-established work-around-the-clock culture.

### 2.3.3 Data Collection

The context is important because this is a setting with back-to-back 1-hour meetings. It is a meeting-intensive company. The data collection period was between September 2012 and July 2014. My first days with GoldenSun were spent interviewing individuals in an informal way (see Table 2.1 below for a detailed view) and reviewing any background materials I found important to learn more about the organization and to make myself familiar with its products, culture, and industry. The initial phases of the research centered on an understanding of the available collaborative tools, the activities they allowed for, considering GoldenSun’s geographical distribution, as well as of the way in which individuals used them to accomplish their daily work.

Over a period of 12 months, I conducted 40 interviews with team members from eight different locations spread around the world. Prior to starting the data collection phase, I conducted several unstructured interviews with a senior manager of the company. We met five times for 30 minutes each time. Our meetings took place online, with video, using the advanced meeting tools the distributed team members would use on a daily
basis. This was helpful in getting a first glimpse into what virtual collaboration was all about.

My main data source during the data collection process consisted of individual semi-structured interviews (formal and informal) and work-place observations. Interviews lasted from 30 minutes to 2 hours. Interviews were recorded almost all the time and then transcribed, with a few exceptions when the interviewees felt uncomfortable with the recordings. In those cases, I was allowed to take notes during the interview. I elaborated on my notes as soon as I finished the interview. Participants were chosen to account for the diversity in terms of geographical location, previous professional experience, and gender distribution. The selection process relied on the snowball effect. Table 2.1 offers an overview of the interviews.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Global Distribution</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formal</strong></td>
<td>7 Senior managers</td>
<td>North America (2): California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Females</td>
<td>California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>1x30min</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Males</td>
<td>North America (2): California (USA) (HQ)*</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>F2F @HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1x2hs</td>
<td>F2F @HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Europe (2): Oslo (Norway)</td>
<td>1x45min</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>London (UK)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeast Asia (1): Singapore (SG)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>19 Team members</strong></td>
<td>2 Females</td>
<td>North America (1): California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Europe(1): London (UK)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17 Males</td>
<td>North America (14): California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>6x1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>5x45min</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina (USA)</td>
<td>2x30min</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina (USA)</td>
<td>1x30min</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Europe (3): Amsterdam (NL)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brussels (BE)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>London (UK)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informal</strong></td>
<td>8 Senior managers</td>
<td>North America (8): California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>3x1h</td>
<td>F2F @HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Males</td>
<td>California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>3x30min</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>2x20min</td>
<td>F2F@University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>6 Team members</strong></td>
<td>6 Males</td>
<td>North America (6): California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>4x20min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina (USA)</td>
<td>1x20min</td>
<td>F2F @ HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>California (USA) (HQ)</td>
<td>1x1h</td>
<td>F2F@University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.1: Data collection overview – Interviews

*one manager was previously located in Australia, holding the same position, and offered a thorough review from that perspective as well
The participants of the study were managers and team members who were part of six globally distributed teams. I conducted formal interviews with seven managers and 19 employees. I conducted informal interviews with another 14 participants, out of which eight were managers and six employees. Both the formal and informal interviews lasted from 30 minutes to 2 hours. I conducted the majority of the interviews via video calls and some in face-to-face encounters. I conducted three interviews using audio only. In the audio interviews, the informants seemed to be paying less attention. One apologized for babysitting at the same time, another apologized for being on the road, and the third offered excuses for not having a working Webcam. The remaining formal interviews took place in face-to-face meetings at the headquarters or in video calls. The informal interviews were very helpful for offering new insights and strengthening the already collected data. The informal interviews took place over lunch breaks, video calls, walks on the campus of a research-intensive university in the San Francisco Bay Area, or at the headquarters of the company.

I also conducted a total of sixteen hours of workplace observations in different buildings at the HQ, taking field notes whenever possible. Other data sources included official documentation provided by two of the senior managers and one senior engineer.

This study’s sample covered members of globally distributed teams from the following eight sites around the world: California (USA), North Carolina (USA), Singapore (Asia), London (United Kingdom), Reading (United Kingdom), Brussels (Belgium), Oslo (Norway), and Amsterdam (Netherlands). Most of the participants worked at the headquarters in California (USA). The interviews were held with individuals from the Global Headquarters, as well as from the European and Asian Headquarters.

I focused my data collection, as well as my analysis, on the underlying reasons for why GoldenSun’s employees, who are members of globally dispersed teams, engage in seemingly non-collaborative behavior. I asked the distributed team members to offer descriptions of their daily activities using the ethnographic style of interviewing, in such a format as: take me through your day from the moment you wake up and start working
until it’s been a day (Spradley, 1979). I also asked them to talk about their projects, communication flow, their job’s responsibilities, and the key challenges they encounter in sharing knowledge. In response, participants almost always turned on their screen sharing to show me a glimpse of their work day by allowing me to see their daily, weekly, and monthly calendars. Lastly, I also encouraged interviewees to talk about their daily use of advanced collaborative technologies for conducting their work. The initial interview guide is enclosed in Appendix A in order to provide a better overview of the questions asked in the early stages. As the research was exploratory in nature, fluctuations of the questions from the initial interview guide occurred when new and interesting topics emerged.

2.3.4 Data Analysis

The data analysis followed the data collection in an iterative fashion and employed techniques from several inductive qualitative methods (Strauss et al., 1990; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Charmaz, 2006). My focus on collaborative behavior was the basis of the analysis, but I also remained open to other new ideas (Strauss et al., 1990). During the analysis, the interview transcripts were read several times, as were the observation notes and the internal documentation provided by some of the managers, with the aim of identifying activities and topics related to effective collaboration. The literature on distributed teams, technology and organization, and career advancement, comprised the focus of analysis for this study (Strauss et al., 1990).

Furthermore, I closely observed how members of GoldenSun’s distributed teams expressed their thoughts regarding their daily collaborative activities and related behaviors, as well as how they viewed the collaboration process. I had a keen interest in knowing what they were doing on a daily basis and understanding what their work actually meant. Such accounts of everyday work revealed the important role that meetings played and how they had to struggle with them on a daily basis. I focused part of the data analysis on those specific activities that GoldenSun’s globally distributed team members associated with their participation in meetings. This analysis created a set of repeating topics that captured both what they were doing and how they were behaving during meetings.
I then read through the transcripts again, paying particular attention to how these topics included specific activities associated with non-collaborative behavior.

As I continued to learn more about GoldenSun’s collaborative environment, I realized how important it was for the distributed members, as well as for the organization as a whole, to have effective collaboration. When asked how they shared knowledge with their distributed team members, everyone responded in the same way: through meetings. Moreover, when they described how they worked across distances, the participants repeatedly mentioned the word ”meetings” as central to their work day and collaboration practices. Immediately afterward, they would emphasize how much time they actually spent in meetings.

The consistent presence of ”meetings” in the interviews can also be observed in Figure 2.1, where a word cloud of the transcripts was created. The figure depicts 22 of the formal interviews with the distributed team members of GoldenSun. The interviewer’s interventions were excluded from the cloud in order to create a clear vision of the most common words mentioned by the interviewees. The font size of the words in the clouds represents the number of mentions; therefore, the larger the font size of the word in the cloud, the more frequently it is mentioned in the transcripts. The figure was generated using Python programming language.

This discussion was almost always followed by participants turning on their screen sharing to show me their work day through their calendars. The calendars displayed colored blocks tied to one another. Each participant had their calendars color-coded to fit their purposes, such as meeting importance, meeting type, or meeting urgency. An empty block could rarely be found in between the color-coded puzzle of time blocks. With the little time they had left, the participants had blocked the time for themselves before someone else could block it for their project. Interviewees were constantly complaining that using meetings to collaborate on a daily basis was taking up nearly 70% of their work time. They were overwhelmed with meetings, and they could not dismiss them not because they were not allowed to, but often times because they had their underlying reasons not to do so.
Figure 2.1: World map word cloud with the interviewees’ responses

It’s a two pieces. One it’s a culture of inclusion where you don’t want to leave anyone out. […] So it’s become a culture of inclusion so much, that people do not want not to be invited. Visibility is another one. Visibility is because we are globally distributed. (Team member, North Carolina, USA)

I was initially puzzled about how much time all the interviewees reported was wasted in seemingly unproductive meetings. Specifically, I was surprised by the casual nature with which people would just tell me that working on other projects and not being fully present in the discussion is normal. In one of my very first interviews with a highly enthusiastic intern at the headquarters in California, he told me:

If it weren’t for you pushing the video button, I wouldn’t have opened my camera, and at this time I would have been most probably working on some other project, or replying some mails. (Team member/Intern, CA, USA)

Then I started asking myself questions about this and wondering: Is it just the meetings that are seemingly unproductive? What type of behavior is this toward other colleagues?
Is this what collaborative behavior looks like in a globally distributed team? I had to ask these questions because working on other projects, replying to e-mails, and just not paying complete attention in a meeting seems like non-collaborative behavior toward the other team members, as well as to the official purpose of the meeting.

Continuing the conversation with other team members located at the headquarters, many of them reported that doing other things while in a meeting is actually the norm. The employees would then ask for the recording of the meeting and would listen to it at the time when they needed the information on the project discussed during said meeting. Even more surprised by how collaboration took place in a virtual environment and how individuals enacted technologies to benefit their own goals, I decided to look deeper into the black box of apparently non-collaborative behavior happening in meetings that was enhanced by the use of collaborative tools.

Because of the meetings’ centrality in the collaboration process of GoldenSun employees, I mainly focused my data collection on how distributed team members approached and behaved in virtual meetings. Therefore, I started asking interviewees to develop more about their underlying reasons for behaving in these seemingly non-collaborative ways, as well as how such behavior affected the overall collaboration and success of the projects in which they were involved. The data analysis then proceeded to follow the turns in the data collection, coding for any activities relevant to the research question.

The codes consisted of full statements and paragraphs, or just words, and were both in vivo (e.g. “meetings are a spectator’s show”) and constructed codes (e.g. “advanced collaborative meeting tools induce the culture of meetings”).

The in vivo coding was preferred for assigning a label to a section of data using participants’ own wordings to preserve their meaning. Where doing such was not possible, labels were constructed to summarize the section or statement. A set of repeating codes emerged from the data analysis. The codes captured the activities and behaviors that the participants were displaying during meetings, as well as their motivations for doing so.
I presented my initial results on the distributed members’ collaborative behavior with a sample of GoldenSun’s employees (senior managers, engineers, and collaboration specialists), which was helpful in gaining new pieces of information to polish the interpretations I had made earlier while simultaneously providing additional insights.

The analysis followed the three stages of grounded theory: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. The next step of the analysis process was axial coding, during which codes were linked together. In the end, an overarching core category emerged, specifically “Career race for promotion”, which had a story line created in the selective coding stage that answered the research question. The story-line is captured in the Figure 2.2 below.
• Hi-tech organization
• Globally distributed teams
• Work around the clock
• Culture of meetings
• Using cutting edge collaborative technologies

Context

Central phenomenon

• Career race for promotion

Causal conditions

• Unclear incentive structure

Action strategies and behaviors

• Getting noticed:
  • Visibility: networking, fear-of-missing out
  • Possibility of faking participation and presence

Consequences

• Die trying, and engage in an apparent non-collaborative behavior as coping mechanism such as multitasking during meetings
• Or leave, but miss out on career advancement opportunities

Intervening conditions

• Dependence on communication technologies for daily collaboration practices
• Easiness of using meeting tools: “one click away from a meeting”
• Overload of meetings
• Lack of diversity in the media:
  o Intense use of advanced meeting tools for any type of tasks
  o Managerial push for intense use the meeting tools
  o Extremely rare use of phone in daily work
• Lack of face-to-face interaction:
  o Rarely use video or in person meetings
2.3.5 Multitasking

The apparent non-collaborative behavior during meetings is best described by the individuals’ engagement in activities other than ones related to the meeting. Such behavior is commonly known as multitasking. Almost all distributed team members described themselves as working on other projects while in a meeting or doing other non-meeting related activities, such as checking e-mail, working on other documents, or watching videos on YouTube. This behavior is well captured in the two statements below:

We’re not contributing to the conversation, and try and multitask, so you’re checking your email or you’re even guilty of working on another document as I sit in on somebody’s meetings. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

I would have been checking my email, working on my documents, you know, I don’t know, watching YouTube videos, you know, whatever it takes, you know, to keep me from getting bored to death. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

Their apparent non-collaborative behavior during virtual meetings is also seemingly reinforced by the easy use of collaborative tools and their features, such as recordings, which they appropriate for their own interests. As one team member from the East Coast said:

Yeah, that’s really good. It’s called out actually another area. I think it’s a little bit of a challenge as we’ve enabled this ability to record the meetings. I think it’s actually hurt us in a lot of aspects. [...] It’s really great for precisely the way that your point to use it, which is to go back into a transcription of the meeting, but we replaced the traditional meeting minutes with sending out a link to a recording, and if you’re very in time... (Team member, East Coast, USA)

Another example came from an intern located on the United States East Coast, who mentioned the following:
Yeah, that’s become the trend. Almost, no one does meeting minutes. They just send out the recording. If you’re unable to participate, you better be able to come up with another hour of time. (Team member/Intern, East Coast, USA)

A great majority of the distributed team members indicated that another reason for the apparently non-collaborative behavior is the overload of meetings enhanced by the ease of using collaborative tools, such as advanced meeting tools. However, the participants complained that many people had forgotten the actual purpose of the collaborative tools and were now using them in an overly exploitative manner. According to them, even if the tool was their go-to tool for collaboration, they were overusing it in the sense that a tool meant to facilitate collaboration on projects for long-distance teams became the tool for everything related to collaboration. They were not using the phone anymore; instead of calling, they would set up a quick meeting over the tool or use the instant messaging, and then move to a call on the collaborative tool. They also mentioned that since their organization had often pushed the use of the collaborative tool in the past, now there was no one in the organization that was not using it. As one of them put it:

And as a result, it’s hard to get up from where you’re working and move to a high end video conference room to complete a meeting and come back, so you end up taking a productivity hit. So, as a result, we tend to lean towards advanced meeting technology tools which, you know, you can quickly transition to-meeting-to-meeting-to-meeting. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

Overall, there seems to be an unspoken understanding and culture of acceptance of what was described as the culture of meetings within the organization, which apparently encourages the non-collaborative behavior described above. With only two exceptions, everyone said that they consider meetings as something given, something that they have to cope with and need to adapt their behavior around in order to complete their tasks. A couple of illustrating statements are provided below.

I mean if you ask most of the people, they will say most of them [meetings] are
not very productive, but it’s sort of a culture. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

I don’t want to multitask so much, but since I’m in so many meetings, it’s really hard not to, and I really multitask so much and I still have these many things to do so, I guess that’s how I end up making up for some other work at night too. (Manager, CA, USA)

I feel pretty good at GoldenSun with the multitasking. And also I think that it’s kind of how it is, if the people are multitasking. (Manager, UK)

One thing that I realize is people will have a meeting just to have a meeting at GoldenSun, right? (Team member, East Coast, USA)

There’s too many meetings and that was my first complaint when I came to GoldenSun. [...] And that is why I multitask. (Manager, CA, USA)

However, two participants, a manager from the headquarters, who had previously relocated from Australia, and a team member from the East Coast, reported not caring about the overload of meetings and not feeling obligated to attend. They both mentioned that falling in the meetings’ trap was a one-way-in game that was very hard to escape from afterwards.

2.3.6 Getting Noticed: Faking Participation

This apparently non-collaborative behavior, described as multitasking or working on other tasks during meetings, seems to be enhanced by certain features that pertain to working in a virtual setting, such as the use of advanced collaborative technologies. Technology offers distributed team members the opportunity to easily conceal the fact that they might be working on other things by simply not turning the camera on while in a meeting. Since they were not visible, they could fake their participation. With no exceptions, the distributed team members admitted to being present in a meeting, paying
attention to their colleagues, and not working on other things only when they were presenting the meeting themselves or had their camera turned on. This behavior is illustrated in the following two examples:

When the video is on, I’m definitely more focused to the meeting I’m in, okay, because people are watching. (Team member, West Coast, USA)

If I’m not one of those people [presenting in a meeting], I would be checking my email… (Team member, East Coast, USA)

2.3.7 Getting Noticed: Visibility

Many of the interviewees shared their thoughts about this issue, saying that being present is a matter of not wanting not to be present with the fear that you would miss out on an opportunity to connect and be seen by strategic team members. Being visible is necessary to advance their careers, so they will make themselves visible by attending all the meetings they can, as shown in the following five examples:

People do wanna show up for these things [meetings], because they think it’s an opportunity for them to to talk to someone, you know. (Manager, UK)

It’s a two pieces. One it’s a culture of inclusion where you don’t want to leave anyone out. […] So it’s become a culture of inclusion so much, that people do not want not to be invited. Visibility is another one. Visibility is because we are globally distributed. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

For lots of people, any meeting that involves: a director, a senior VP, and things like that, that is an opportunity for them to take part to sort of, be visible you know. If you have a question you might want to raise it there, so at least people know who you are, right? (Manager, CA, USA).

There is no other way, if you want to advance you need to be there all time, they need to see you. (Team member, East Coast, USA)
If you want to advance, you need to be in a project with San Jose. So, you will make sure you get one. (Manager, UK)

2.3.8 Die Trying

Visibility comes with a major drawback however. Being overloaded with meetings leaves employees with little time to have personal lives. Some of the distributed team members confessed they often ended up sacrificing their lunch or dinner time in order to attend a meeting. The statement below is an example from the die trying category:

I don’t get a lot of breaks. Lunch is, if I’m at the house, it’s in the snack drawer in the desk, you know, you’re thankful if you just get a moment to go the bathroom. So, it can be quite challenging. (Team member, East Coast, USA)

However, a couple of individuals also described the race for visibility to get on strategic projects with the headquarters as doomed to fail. One team member from the East Coast reported playing the visibility game for almost two years after joining the company. In those two years, his family life was nearly extinct, and his entire life consisted of only meetings and more meetings, and thus also multitasking during meetings. Two years later, he realized that his daughter was missing out on having a father, his wife was missing out on having a husband, and he felt like he did not have a family. However, he did manage to earn several promotions, and his prospects for being promoted again were high. Nevertheless, he reported feeling empty inside and like a robot on a daily basis, and he realized that family mattered more than career success. At that point, he decided to stop racing through meetings and fighting for visibility to instead be more aware of the things that surrounded him, starting with his family and continuing with his colleagues. He had a one-on-one talk with his manager to share his thoughts and stayed with the company on the condition that he only had to attend meetings where his presence was an absolute must. He explained that he was happy to settle with his current career position and just do the tasks required from his current job position. His manager agreed, and at
the time of the interview, a couple of years had already passed since he took this step to balance his life. He had stopped multitasking and was now attending meetings about five times a week; during those meetings, he was trying to be fully present and not engage in other type of activities, turning on his camera every time he saw an opportunity to do so. He also mentioned being very happy with both his personal life and work, and even though there had not been any career changes, he was satisfied with how things worked out. He also expressed feeling sad for his colleagues who still suffered from what he termed as "FOMO - the fear of missing out" and still never wasted the chance to get noticed by strategically important team members during a meeting.

Another one of the team members from the East Coast reflected on his decision to remove himself from this career race as the wisest decision he ever made. He had spent his first ten years with the company being overbooked with meetings where he had nothing to contribute, but that he could not decline because of the need to "show face" and be well connected. That attitude made him wake up at 3 a.m. to be on an hour-long conference call with his colleagues on the other side of the globe, then go to sleep for two more hours to then wake up, reply to e-mails he had received overnight, then get dressed, rush to work, while making another conference call in the car, and finally arrive at work, where he virtually stepped from one meeting to another. This two-year marathon of meetings made him a stranger to his friends, saw him reaching his fifties and having no family, and made him an angry person who did not even have the time to eat right. He then remembered having a wakeup call and realizing that this career race was nothing more than a trap that kept him from being well. He has now been married for two years and takes more opportunities to work from home, settling for less in the career spectrum, but winning more in the family area.

I subsequently discussed my findings with a couple of GoldenSun’s employees, from different sites, which helped shape my final interpretations of the results.
2.3.9 Discussion and Results

This paper explores how distributed team members collaborate in technology-intensive environments where work is completed around the clock, and why they engage in seemingly non-collaborative behavior toward their colleagues.

With regard to the first question, people appear to collaborate to a large extent synchronously through virtual meetings, with the help of advanced meeting tools. When interviewees reflected on how they collaborate over distance, each responded with a lengthy paragraph about "meetings." Collaboration was thus equal to meetings, which made up 70-80% of their work week. They use their advanced collaborative tools to set up a meeting for any issue they encounter in their active projects. As one participant mentioned, "meetings now have the same reputation as emails for being redundant communications that force people to collaborate." Because email communications are asynchronous, they had a chance to ignore them or reply at their convenience. The synchronous nature of meetings, however, which involves "showing face," is not easily escaped.

With a completely booked daily calendar, the time they spent collaborating with their colleagues was actually the time they spent in meetings. Since the meetings were held in succession, with no break in between, participants mentioned that they often had to leave a meeting one to five minutes early (if the other meeting was important enough) to prepare for the following meeting. During the meetings, they often engaged in multitasking behaviors, working on several tasks, from unrelated projects to the topic under discussion. This finding is consistent with previous research on multitasking behavior (Mark et al., 1999; Mark et al., 2005). Unique in the findings, however, is that participants, with only three notable exceptions, all seemed to agree that multitasking is a well engrained daily behavior and accordingly blended within the concept of collaboration.

The majority also reported that they rarely if ever used the video feature in meetings, unless asked by their manager, or present in a meeting with only a few colleagues and one member "pushes the video button", or present in a first-time project meeting. They also mentioned they got used to sacrificing the video capability due to the often large time
zone differences, as the person at the end of the line could be in their pajamas or could be working from home and unwilling to put his or her private life on display. However, they admitted that using the video when in a meeting makes them pay attention to the topic; and because their colleagues can see them when the video is on, multitasking behavior also becomes minimal to non-existent. They also mentioned they are comforted knowing that the meetings can be recorded. The recording feature was reportedly used mostly by new hires. These findings highlight the large amount of research conducted on the importance of video for globally distributed meetings, as it builds trust between team members (Jarvenpaa et al., 1999), affecting the long-term success of the team (Duarte and Snyder, 2006). Karis et al. (2014) stress the importance of using advanced collaborative tools to their full capacity to be able to foster a well-functioning distributed team. However, this finding highlight the willingness of individuals to not use video, the importance of shorter time zone differences, and the need for reasonable collaboration times when the video excuse is dropped.

Findings also show that members of globally distributed teams no longer use collaborative technology for its intended purpose. In technologically intensive firms, where work continues around the clock and the culture is competitive, busyness seems to be the new business. That is, people would rather spend nearly all of their time attending meetings, which they often view as useless, and then complain about them instead of using communication technologies for their intended purpose-collaborating on projects. As a technological artifact, collaborative technologies are intended to facilitate knowledge sharing and improve collaboration across distributed teams. However, more important is how the technological artifact, in this case the collaborative tool for advanced meetings, is used to complete tasks. The findings indicate that people overuse collaborative tools to such an extent that their intended purpose is somewhat lost. It instead generates apparently non-collaborative behavior, that is, people working on other tasks during meetings and not actively connecting with their distributed colleagues. This behavior occurs when the meeting is viewed as a general waste of time, and attendance is part of a strategy for career advancement. In such cases, the benefits of collaborative technologies can become
burdens for the organization (Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011; Orlikowski, 1992).

All in all, people tend to complain about how they collaborate when globally distributed, most often because they attend these meetings all of the time and are left without enough time to actually do their work. Consequently, they end up multitasking and completing work for non-meeting-related projects. The data show that people appear to engage in non-collaborative activities in virtual meetings (e.g., working on other projects, eating, playing video games), not necessarily because they want to, but because it is the best way they found to cope with the overload of meetings or communication opportunities required by their job role and career ambitions. The findings indicate that members of globally distributed teams use meetings to "signal" they are online, are "present," and can make an impression, much like traditional office settings in which employees work long hours to signal their presence. These results support previous findings on impression management theory (Bolino, 2008; Porter and Woo, 2015). They thus highlight the fact that the rat race of which they choose to be part has serious consequences for their personal and professional life (Kato et. al, 2014).

Being part of a distributed team comes with a change in lifestyle to which employees need to adapt to be successful, with their roles requiring them to be present in meetings for a considerable amount of time during their work week. When faced with so many meetings, often scheduled in rapid succession, distributed team members need to show flexibility in the way they plan their work day in order to do "actual work." They also try turning meeting overload to their advantage. Therefore, besides the obvious reason for attending a meeting -because it is required- there are other reasons to do so. Results show that when on a distributed team, the need to be visible while doing work translates into meeting attendance, as compared to work in traditional offices when individuals signal their hard work to their manager by staying at the office late. Since distributed teams members are not located in the same office building as their manager, they replace late working hours with meeting attendance. Thus, in a distributed team, signaling transfers to online attendance. Individuals need to be present to receive updates, show face, fulfill
their role, and attempt to further advance their careers.

We see that in the virtual setting, the visibility card can be played both as an advantage and a disadvantage. Visibility can be achieved when the video is off during a meeting by showing the team member’s name on the screen and by showing the participant’s face when the video is on. When the video is off, visibility, or the lack thereof, turns into an advantage for distributed team members, who can then fake their participation. Individuals can thus be online and in attendance while remaining mentally absent. Using visibility to fake participation is a valuable means to signal colleagues that he or she is "always on.” This tactic, according to participants, can be helpful for later career advancement. However, it is disadvantageous for the team members whose time is wasted in meeting while others fake their participation, and for the company as well because of the costs involved in meetings.

Faking participation is one way to get noticed without actually being active in the meeting. Another way is using it as a means to make connections for future career advancement. Because of their global distribution, visibility in the virtual field is useful because it lets their colleagues and managers know that he or she is "always on.” This approach is similar to the case of the telecommuters (Leonardi et al., 2010), who create the impression they are active to influence their colleagues’ perceptions.

In the end, they are actually trying to be collaborative, attend and participate in meetings, but because they are overwhelmed with meetings all day long, they have no other choice but to use coping strategies such as working on other projects, replying to emails, and having a snack. Indeed, attending late night or early morning meetings usually means sacrificing time with children. Furthermore, the fact that they attend meetings even when they do not pay attention shows that they are trying their best to be collaborative at the cost of their health (e.g., eating chocolate bars instead of going out for a nutritious meal). With this finding, new insights into careers within the context of global collaboration are brought forward (Shaffer et al., 2012), as well as a much deeper insight into the underlying reasons for the displayed collaborative behavior of distributed
team members in technology-intensive environments (Gilson et al., 2015).

Two different patterns showing the reality behind their apparent non-collaborative behavior have emerged from the data: get noticed and die trying. The findings show that with the passing of time, people disregard the intended use of collaborative tools and overuse them until new practices are enacted. For every topic, almost regardless of its importance, when a meeting invitation is sent, it is quite instantly accepted in an effort of getting noticed. While they are all aware of the lack of utility and complain about meetings, regardless of the time of the meeting - be it midnight, during dinner, or before the sun rises - individuals still choose to attend. This tendency constitutes the second category: die trying. In the next section, the implications of these findings for theory and practice are discussed.

2.3.10 Implications for Theory and Practice

With meetings being so important to the firm’s success (Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012; Tang et al., 2011) and to the individuals themselves (e.g., for career advancement opportunities (Frust et al., 2009), getting ahead with tasks (Stapler and Webster, 2007; Ericksen and Dyer, 2004)), apparent non-collaborative behavior was not properly understood. Now we have a better understanding of the phenomenon and the importance that career games play in individuals’ collaborative behavior. Future research should explore the field of collaboration in technology-intensive environments, especially through longitudinal studies. I also draw on incentive structures or rewards systems. When people feel they need to do something that is not efficient for their work but do it anyways, then there might be a mix up in their incentive systems. If I were a consultant, I would not allow people to attend meetings solely for strategic purposes. I would force managers to be aware of it and find ways to address it. Thus, incentive structures might work.

In this case, my contribution could be encouraging career advancement or incentive structures that disregard this tendency or try to remove the willingness to use time in a meeting for self-serving purposes. The main problem is that there are strategic meetings.
The dominant mindset should be that if the meeting does not fit into my work, then I should not attend because then it is not in my or the firm’s best interests. It is a waste of time and resources, which ultimately affects efficiency and performance. This behavior might be remedied by changing the incentive structure.

2.3.11 Limitations

I was unable to attend any virtual meetings and make direct observations, thus my understanding of their activities and behaviors comes mainly from the internal documentation, describing their collaborative behavior and satisfaction with the global collaboration setting between 2012 and 2013, and from in-depth interviews. This limitation could be overcome in the future by collecting ethnographic data instead to account for more grounded explanations of distributed team members’ collaborative behavior.

2.4 Conclusion

This study set out to explore how distributed team members collaborate in technology-intensive settings under an ”always on” corporate culture and why they engage in apparent non-collaborative behavior when working together over distance.

Findings show that it is most common to collaborate via synchronous communication technologies in virtual meetings, leading to meeting overload and multitasking during meetings. A possible explanation is that individuals are driven by their personal career interests, motivating, at least to some extent, their engagement in apparently non-collaborative behavior. They are not being non-collaborative; rather, because they have so many meetings, they have no other time in which to complete their tasks. So, being “non-collaborative” becomes a coping strategy for being collaborative and not miss out on meetings. My study adds to the current understanding of the effectiveness of collaboration in distributed teams by showing that virtual team members suffer by making sacrifices in their personal life to meet all of the requirements of being on a global team and not harming the team’s overall collaboration process.
Chapter 3

Perceived Challenges in Global Collaboration

*Implicit Theories in Virtual Meetings and their Impact on Collaborative Behavior*

Multinational corporations (MNCs) expect members of their distributed teams to engage in effective global collaboration. In this study, we focus on the challenges posed by distributed team members’ perceptions toward virtual meetings, which have received surprisingly little attention despite the important negative effects they can have on global collaboration. Using multi-sited ethnography across four sites in a Danish-owned MNC, we explore these perceptions, which we further identify as being guided by implicit theories. We find three implicit theories and illustrate how they affect distributed team members’ collaborative behavior in a globally distributed setting.

**Keywords:** collaborative behavior, perceptions, implicit theories, global collaboration, virtual meetings
3.1 Introduction

Globalization has made multinational corporations (MNCs) increasingly reliant on global virtual teams to facilitate collaboration between dispersed units of the organization (Zander et al., 2012). Such teams consist of an interdependent group of individuals who reside in different time zones, and often different countries, and who rely primarily on communication technology to accomplish a common goal (Horwitz et al., 2006; O’Leary and Cummings, 2007). Virtual teamwork allows experts from different areas to be on the same team wherever they work, thus decreasing travel costs, stress, and time (Orlikowski, 2002).

Even though virtual teams offer significant potential gains, existing research and practical experience have shown that managing such teams in such a way as to produce positive results often proves difficult in a global context, as compared to managing co-located work groups (Connaughton and Shuffler, 2007; Lipnack and Stamps, 1999; Olson and Olson, 2000; Steers et al., 2012). These findings appear in numerous papers that describe the challenges of virtual collaboration. For example, geographical dispersion, technology, time zones, language difficulties, and national and organizational cultures all form potential constraints to effective global virtual collaboration (Cheshin et al., 2011; Gibson and Cohen, 2003; Gilson et al., 2015; Hinds, 2002; Klitmøller and Lauring, 2013; Lauring and Klitmøller, 2015; Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000). In our view, however, understanding and describing virtual team collaboration cannot rest solely on the acknowledgement of the inherent geographical and technological challenges of global work such as those mentioned above. Researchers of global virtual collaboration have explored one component little so far, a terrain that, as we argue here, has the potential to help us understand how and why this new way of collaborating poses such a challenge. This unexplored terrain consists of implicit theories, defined as core assumptions that form an individual’s reality and foster behavior consistent with these assumptions in a particular domain (Dweck et al., 1995a). Using a theoretical model, (Dweck et al., 1995a) showed how, especially in the face of negative events, individuals’ judgments and actions are influenced by their
implicit theories of intelligence and morality. We argue that such implicit theories are as omnipresent in organizations and virtual teams as they are in everyday life. Hence, on global virtual teams, where traditional ways of collaborating are often no longer valid, virtual working conditions can easily compromise the basic assumptions team members bring to their daily activities and the extent to which they can effectively comply with the requirements of their work (Wong et al., 2007). Implicit theories on global virtual collaboration highlight the importance of individuals’ own beliefs in creating their perception of a certain technology or virtual work, similar to the social information processing theory (Fulk, 1993), which argues that individuals are influenced by the attitudes and beliefs of their coworkers to the extent that these attitudes and beliefs can influence the individuals’ willingness to adopt a technology (Leonardi and Barley, 2010). In the next section, we present the concept of implicit theories and discuss the existing literature that focuses on implicit theories in organizations and team collaboration.

3.2 Literature Review

3.2.1 Understanding Implicit Theory

To understand team members’ approaches with respect to global virtual collaboration, we apply the concept of the implicit theory. This stream of research states that individuals’ perceptions of the environment are based on and guided by their own mental constructions of a specific phenomenon (Dweck, 2000; Dweck et al., 1995b; Furnham and Henley, 1988; Sternberg et al., 1981; Yzerbyt et al., 2004). Implicit theories are defined as ontological assumptions that form the individual’s reality and give meaning to events in a particular domain. In other words, implicit theories are beliefs that influence people’s behavior, thinking, and perceptions in a certain area (Haslam et al., 2004). The proposition is that people’s implicit theories, even when unconscious or not clearly articulated, can play a crucial role in social interaction. Implicit theories are also known by different terms, such as ”lay theory” or ”folk theory” (Dweck et al., 1995a; Levy et al., 2006a). The meaning of implicit theories in organizations, and the subsequent interpretation of
information, has gained increasing acceptance among both organizational theorists (Engle and Lord, 1997; Junker and van Dick, 2014) and social psychologists over the past two decades (Job et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2006b). In other organizational settings, similar research on implicit theory has been undertaken and found to influence behavior. An example is the case of individuals’ perceptions of technology adoptions influenced by the beliefs of their colleagues (Fulk et al., 1987), as well as the type of information they receive about that technology, be it negative or positive (Griffith and Northcraft, 1996). Therefore, research has supported the idea that perceptions of technology influence the behavior of individuals as far as adopting or rejecting the technology (Leonardi and Barley, 2010). Another example of how implicit theories influence the behavior of individuals in organizational settings appears in the leadership literature. van Gils et al. (2010) showed that implicit theories influence the ways in which a leader and followers make sense of each other’s behavior and decide on their own behavior (Junker and van Dick, 2014). Similarly, we argue that implicit theories influence team members’ behavior in global virtual collaboration.

Implicit theories as a research field are situated within an epistemology of a constructive approach that explicitly recognizes the dynamic, co-constructive interactions between individuals and their social context. Implicit theories are comparable to interpretive schemes (Daft and Weick, 1984; Weick, 1995) or mental models (Senge, 1991) within the organizational literature. While implicit theories comprise the assumptions and beliefs people form about the world, mental models tend to be specific and include "knowledge and beliefs that are thought to be of doubtful validity" (Norman, 1983), such as superstitions that tend to engage individuals in cautious behavior. They are also comparable to the concept of technological frames, which comprise the individual’s perceptions of technology (Orlikowski, 1992). While technological frames center on the nature of technology, technology strategies, and technologies in use, we apply the concept of implicit theories more broadly to represent perceptions about individuals or situations, the existence and effects of which respondents may be unaware (Dweck, 2000; Dweck et al., 1995b; Yzerbyt et al., 2004).
According to existing research, implicit theories can be broken down into three subgroups (Levy et al., 2006a). As such, an implicit theory is what people perceive to be true about an object, certain characteristics of an object, or certain interrelationships between objects. As an example, the implicit theory "We live in a just world" suggests that individuals are worthy of what they receive and receive what they are worthy of (Lerner, 1970; Montada, 1998). Hence, this specific implicit theory concerns what the object/world is like and simultaneously pertains to "how things work or should work" (Levy et al., 2006a, p. 6). One implication for the example is that people get what they deserve. Implicit theories are individually held and are constructed upon the individual’s existence in various contexts, such as work, family, and education.

Existing research shows that implicit theories can differ in their range of application (Kelly, 1955). Some implicit theories are more specific and others broader. As an example, implicit theories such as "White skinheads are racists" can be specific to a domain and to a certain group, while a broader implicit theory such as "We live in a just world" tends be general and applies across many situations and across time (Lerner, 1970; Montada, 1998). Previous studies have shown that more particular implicit theories tend to have a narrower area of usage, but can still be strong predictors of behaviors within the area of application (Sommers and Norton, 2006).

Implicit theories are generally described as "naïve", suggesting that they are not thoroughly defined. In general, people are not entirely aware of the decisive influence their implicit theories have on their social perspectives and behavior (Furnham and Henley, 1988; Hong et al., 2001); however, that depends on the level of explicitness of the implicit theory, with some being clearer than others. Implicit theories embodied by traditional sayings, such as "What goes around comes around" (Lerner, 1970), tend to be more often voiced. The one factor that could be more or less explicit in these cases is the content of the implicit theory. That is, the person may or may not realize, or even have access to, the existence of this particular implicit theory. Sometimes, people are unaware of the effect of a particular implicit theory. For example, a person able to report the content of
an implicit theory might be unaware of the effects of this theory on his or her behavior. Although implicit theories are theorized to be relatively stable across time, several studies have illustrated how implicit theories’ meanings can change with experience (Levy et al., 2006a).

In summary, implicit theories are defined as beliefs about some particular phenomenon. They can relate to an object, the characteristics of an object, or its relationships to other objects. Implicit theories typically vary in range of application, stability, and their ability to predict a certain behavior. They are typically the result of a person’s past experience and may influence the way people behave or perform.

3.3 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to identify the types of implicit theories team members have regarding global virtual collaboration and further explore how members of virtual teams behave as a result of these implicit theories. Research on implicit theory has contributed to the understanding of various phenomena in domains such as morality and intelligence (Dweck et al., 1995a); however, it has not yet been applied to global virtual team collaboration. Because the literature discussed above includes no specific theoretical propositions on global virtual collaboration, we take an open and exploratory approach to the study of implicit theories in virtual teams (Hong et al., 2001). In this study, we seek to identify key implicit theories that we believe construct a framework for analyzing and interpreting distributed team members’ behavior. We view these theories as an alternative means of constructing realities, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. The purpose of our research is not to evaluate the correctness of these different implicit theories, but to demonstrate that holding these different implicit theories can have potentially important implications for collaboration. Thus, our study uses qualitative methods to explore the implicit theories virtual team members hold and the ways in which these theories produce specific behaviors in global virtual collaboration.
3.4 Method

3.4.1 Multi-Sited Ethnography

This study builds on the approach of multi-sited ethnography. The roots of multi-sited ethnography come from a stream in anthropological studies claiming that research phenomena need to be captured from not only a local point of view but also from a global perspective (Clifford and Marcus, 1986; Lauring and Klitmøller, 2015; Taussig, 1993). Multi-sited ethnography is a data collection method that follows a topic through geographically different field sites and meets the conditions necessary for observing and analyzing global interactions that cross several locations and social networks (Falzon, 2012; Marcus, 1995). Multi-sited ethnography differs from classical ethnographic data collection methods, as it tracks a common research topic through several geographically dispersed field locations for shorter periods (Clifford and Marcus, 1986; Marcus, 1995). While traditional ethnography situates a researcher at one field site for a longer period, thereby allowing the researcher to get to know one setting extremely well, the main feature of multi-sited ethnography is the "tracing process" it uses across several locations while illuminating research phenomena that are not easily observable, such as interconnections affecting social interaction across social entities (Hannerz, 2003; Lauring and Klitmøller, 2015; Marcus, 1995).

In our study, we aim to advance our understanding of how perceptions of global virtual meetings may affect collaborative behavior among team members in globally dispersed MNC units. The character of these individual perspectives is often challenging to capture, as these perceptions may not be visible at first, and many factors emerge when assessing people's personal perceptions. We sought a more flexible and sensitive method that leads the researcher to identify new and unexplored paths while following the research topic across multiple geographical locations. In line with this, we think that multi-sited ethnography could be beneficial and flexible when exploring the challenges of global virtual meetings. This approach brings us the possibility of capturing the internal
dynamics of virtual meetings while acknowledging the nature of geographical distribution at MNCs.

3.4.2 Sites

The aim of the multi-sited ethnography was to explore global virtual collaboration of employees with a particular focus on their collaborative behaviors during virtual meetings. Our fieldwork included the headquarters (HQ) and three subsidiaries in a Danish MNC. The MNC, here called ScanEngineering, is a leading engineering company that employs 18,000 individuals globally and has 80 subsidiaries spread all over the world. ScanEngineering has increasingly utilized global virtual teams to manage its decentralized and global activities, particularly in the development of new products in the research and development (R&D) department. Employees in the R&D department collaborate through several forms of mediated communication including email, instant messaging, telephone, shared documents, and video conferencing. During our initial field study in the Danish HQ of ScanEngineering, we observed that members of globally distributed teams experienced challenges with respect to virtual meetings. We decided to trace these challenges, and while seeking to identify clear barriers for virtual meetings, we soon realized much more lies behind the observed reality of people’s behavior toward virtual meetings. The idea to study implicit theories came only after we had started exploring the collected data. The second site was the American subsidiary. In our interviews here, we noticed an interesting recurring pattern of statements expressing perceptions and beliefs individuals held about participation in virtual meetings. This encouraged us to explore the beliefs, or implicit theories, of global team members about virtual meetings and, equally important, ways these implicit theories influenced their behavior. The third site was the Hungarian subsidiary. Here, while continuing to explore the emerging themes from HQ and the American site, we found that the barriers to participating in virtual meetings related to the employees’ experience with virtual technology more than, for example, national culture. The tracing process continued in the Chinese subsidiary, until we obtained validation for the presence of perceptions of global collaboration as barriers when
conducting virtual meetings. The process spanned 10 months, from January 2012 to November 2013. During the process, we recruited researchers and research assistants to support us in data collection and data analysis.

### 3.4.3 Virtual Meeting Technology

The virtual meeting technologies referred to in this study are the two videoconferencing systems, Scopia and Adobe Connect. Both systems allow locations to communicate by synchronous two-way video and audio transmissions. In addition to the visual and audio transmission of meeting activities, employees can use the software to share documents. The team members in this study accessed Scopia and Adobe Connect through either stationary computers or laptops. Virtual meetings occurred in open office landscapes, in meeting rooms, or at home where broadband connections were provided. Team members used Scopia and Adobe Connect for similar purposes, and the choice of which of the two technologies to use depended on the group’s system preferences. All of the individuals included in this study, comprising managers and employees, used both systems to collaborate at a distance; however, as mentioned above, the group majority decided which collaboration tool to adopt for meetings. A more detailed description of the subjects will follow in our Data Collection section.

### 3.5 Data Collection and Analysis

We conducted participant observation in the R&D department of ScanEngineering’s Denmark HQ and three sites in the United States, Hungary, and China. Full-time participant observation was conducted at all four locations, for 1 week at three locations and for several months at HQ. The researchers were present at these sites during the entire workday and were typically situated among the informants observing their daily work routines, participating in small talk and team meetings, and joining them for lunch. We applied the overt participant observer role (Adler et al., 1994) as members of the global virtual teams with the informants knowing they were being observed. Overall, during our research project, we interacted with and observed developers, administrative
assistants, project managers, and managers. Our role on the teams was to study the collaborative behavior of the team members. All observations on activities related to research aspects were written down in complete field notes during or at the end of working hours (Czarniawska-Joerges, 2007). We discussed our preliminary findings with the team members in both informal conversations and in formal presentations and workshops at several points during the data collection process.

The interviews followed a semi-structured approach and counted 29 managers and 21 employees in R&D including Danish, German, Chinese, American, and Hungarian individuals. They were conducted either face to face in vacant meeting rooms or as online virtual meetings and were facilitated as a guided dialogue between the researcher and the informant. This technique ensured that we gained answers to the questions outlined in the interview protocol while simultaneously allowing the informant to bring up novel topics related to global virtual collaboration processes (Spradley, 1979). The interviewees were asked open-ended questions to encourage them to describe challenges and suggestions for improving distributed team collaboration. Interview questions included the following: "What challenges do you encounter when working on a virtual team?" and "What conditions are essential to make virtual team work a success?" During the interviews, the informants were asked to identify critical incidents illustrating situations where global virtual collaboration and leadership were particularly challenging or particularly well managed (Flanagan, 1954).

As shown in the "Data sources overview" table, all interviews lasted approximately 1 hour. Notes were taken during the interview or the interview was audio-recorded and transcribed. Each interviewee was assured anonymity.
Data sources | Time
---|---
**Observations**
Virtual meetings | 21 hours
Face-to-face meetings | 104 hours
Site visits (China, Hungary, United States) | 150 hours
**Interviews**
Managers | 29 hours
Employees | 21 hours

Table 3.1: Data sources overview

In this study, we refer to all informants as team members or employees, but we occasionally point out the managerial role. Table 3.1 offers an overview of our data sources with the corresponding interview time. Following the ethnographic methodology, we started analyzing the data soon after engaging in data collection and continued in this iterative manner until the end.

Our data analysis builds on the elementary strategies of grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) and the use of data reduction methods (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Throughout the analysis process, we also discussed the observed data from each site, together with experiences relevant to our research topic and the development of the initial categories, with a group of researchers from our field. We started the data analysis with a simple definition of implicit theory as perceptions influencing individuals’ views of the world and governing their behavior in ways that are consistent with their constructed reality (Dweck, 2000). Two researchers independently reviewed each transcript with the definition of implicit theory in mind. At the end of this phase, each researcher had identified five and six initial implicit theories, respectively. However, further analysis showed strong similarities between some of the categories, after which they were then combined, leaving us with a final list of the following three implicit theories:
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(1) "You can’t build relationships through virtual meetings"

(2) "I can be present in more than one place at a time"

(3) "You can’t have in-depth discussions at a virtual meeting".

At this point, each transcript was coded in detail to locate every instance of the three implicit theories. We identified 125 examples of the three implicit theories during this phase. The respondents’ statements were cut and pasted into a common document with a reference to the specific page number in the transcriptions to ensure the statements were locally secured and sufficiently contextualized. Our data provided relatively rich examples of how the individuals behaved according to the implicit theories. Little by little, our efforts revealed a trend of how the different implicit theories related to a pattern of specific collaborative behaviors. Inspired by the recommendation to gradually create a system of categories (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), we grouped the specific behaviors related to each implicit theory into more general categories based on their similarities. Hence, related to Implicit Theory (1), two individual behaviors were initially identified and later grouped in one of the behavioral categories. The Results section below describes these categories and offers an explanation of each implicit theory. To ensure the dependability of our data analysis, we documented the relationship between our data collection and our conclusions (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Hence, each text segment was connected with the implicit theory it represented and with the behavior associated with the specific implicit theory (if possible). These schemes helped us identify and locate each text segment, as well as ensuring a systematic and structured approach in our data analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implicit Theory(^1) (frequency)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Related collaborative behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT1: ”You just can’t develop</td>
<td>The belief that relationships cannot be built</td>
<td>1. 1 Formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationships through virtual</td>
<td>or nurtured through the use of virtual meetings. Face-to- face interaction</td>
<td>1.2 Task oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meetings” (25)</td>
<td>is not only preferable for building social relationships, it is the only way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT2: ”I can be present in more</td>
<td>Virtual meetings allow for flexibility and create the perfect escape to</td>
<td>2.1 Zooming out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>than one place at a time” (7)</td>
<td>engage in other duties, or to think about other projects. Members of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>virtual teams are often in a situation where they are simultaneously</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attending a virtual meeting and talking on the messenger, or replying to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emails and working on another project, or all of those activities at the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>same time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT3: ”You can’t have in-depth</td>
<td>Virtual team meetings are seen as a waste of time because one cannot have</td>
<td>3.1 Cascading Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussions in a virtual meeting”</td>
<td>real discussions, only the presentation of information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 Limited Discussions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Results overview

\(^1\) Where the number in the parenthesis following each Implicit Theory (IT) represents their frequency of mention in our data
3.6 Results

The presentation of the results is based around the three implicit theories derived from the analyzed data. We first describe these implicit theories and then identify the corresponding behavior, which individuals in our study described as being a consequence of their perceptions of global virtual collaboration. In Table 3.2, we present a summary of our results. The table shows the frequency of respondents’ mentions of each implicit theory, along with a description of their related behavior.

3.6.1 Implicit Theory (1): ”You Can’t Build Relationships Through Virtual Meetings”

The first implicit theory became apparent when people would tell us that good relationships were crucial in their work because these relationships helped them to perform important functions. According to our data, however, relationships were rarely built or nurtured at virtual meetings. As a Danish manager stated:

You just can’t build social relationships through virtual meetings, these meetings are totally impersonal. (Manager, Denmark)

In our interviews, the majority of informants said that, for them, face-to-face interaction was just more preferable for building social relationships. Such interaction was the only way. In the words of one informant:

You’ll need to meet face-to-face in order to get to know people and what they stand for. (Manager, Denmark)

You can use the communication media for routine stuff, but for getting to know people it is almost impossible virtually. (Manager, USA)

In line with this, another informant stated:

The world would surely be easier if we sat face-to-face... We don’t get to know each other at a distance. In the team we have discussed that we miss
the non-business info about each other, but we don’t really meet that much.

(Team Member, Denmark)

According to this team member, meeting face to face seems like the only way to build relationships. Our observations revealed that people seldom took the time to build relationships during meetings in the way that they do during informal discussions. Implicit Theory (1) was the most prevalent viewpoint in our data. As Table 3.2 shows, the challenge of building relationships face to face on a virtual team appeared 25 times in the transcripts. In our data, we found evidence for the collaborative behavior “formal and task-oriented behavior” associated with Implicit Theory (1).

3.6.2 Formal and Task-Oriented Behavior

The majority of our respondents described virtual meetings as being very efficient in terms of task orientation. Hence, collaborative behavior in virtual meetings was often linked to an improved task focus and a corresponding decrease in social interaction. On the one hand, respondents described this as a positive characteristic of virtual meetings, but, on the other, that phenomenon kept people from developing social relationships. Our observations also showed that people were pulled into the task orientation during virtual meetings and that it often seemed as though they were in a hurry to get on with the task. The beginning and the end of the meetings included no or very few short-term informal conversations and comments. We noted that people seemed like they were wavering between continuing with the task and making time for informal talk. When asked about this, one team member described it as awkward to take the time to do the informal round and chat. Another project leader noted:

It is still very formal when we meet virtually, and there are so many ways people back away when we have these conference calls. (Manager, USA)

This primary task-oriented behavior hindered people from developing relational ties through nonverbal cues and informal talk, and, for this reason, respondents described virtual meetings as being less personal.
Although Implicit Theory (1) was the most prevalent among our informants, examples of opponents to this theory were also represented in our study. A manager reported that after some developmental team exercises, team members discovered how virtual meetings, when conducted in the right way, can allow for closeness and relationships to develop. The manager further reported:

Some of them [the team members] also discovered that they could use their virtual colleagues for sparring much more than they do today. It was as if they discovered that their new global department had more resources than they had first thought. (Manager, Denmark)

According to the manager, this example shows the importance of finding new ways to communicate virtually to develop relationships through virtual meetings.

3.6.3 Implicit Theory (2): ”I Can Be Present in More Than One Place at a Time”

The second implicit theory presents the assumption that while in a virtual meeting, members of virtual teams think they can be engaged in several activities at the same time. Virtual meetings allow for flexibility while simultaneously creating the opportunity to engage in other duties or projects. This became clear to us when one of the managers stated:

In the end, you kind of don’t care at all [during virtual meetings] and you kind of drift away and you are not present anymore. (Manager, Denmark)

Members of virtual teams often attended a virtual meeting while also talking on their in-house messenger, replying to emails, or working on another project. Some were even engaged in all of these activities at the same time. During one of the meetings, we observed one manager pose the following open question to his colleagues:

How can you create more presence in your online interactions? (Manager, Denmark)
His reflection made us aware of the existence of a behavior associated with the implicit theory of being present in more than one place at the same time, identified as "zooming out and multitasking."

3.6.4 Zooming Out and Multitasking

The first type of behavior, zooming out, is characterized by individuals’ ability to gradually lose focus of the initial meeting discussion and shift their awareness to another activity. Muting the microphone and turning off the camera are two of the signals reinforcing this behavior. Our observations of the virtual meetings showed us how, even shortly after the start of a meeting, individuals became absent. They would still be present as a name on the conference call, but would participate or interact minimally. Individuals expressed their frustration with this type of behavior during our interviews, as in the statement of one manager:

Sometimes you just observe that people check out and leave the meeting and you are left wondering what they are doing. (Manager, Denmark)

In another case, talking about experiences with virtual meetings, a manager voiced the following reflection regarding his colleagues:

I believe that it is all about the presence. [...] Do your thoughts ever drift away from the topic or the person at the other end? (Manager, Denmark)

The other related behavior we noted as being driven by Implicit Theory (2) is multitasking. Multitasking represents the participants’ engagement in several other activities during a meeting that are not related to the meeting. This became apparent to us both during the interviews and the observations. Individuals revealed in their interviews their belief that virtual meetings were sometimes a tempting opportunity for them to get work done on other projects and to answer other inquiries not related to the meeting topic/s.
3.6.5 Implicit Theory (3): "You Can’t Have In-Depth Discussions in a Virtual Meeting"

Respondents see virtual team meetings as a waste of time because they are not conducive to real, in-depth discussions. Members of virtual teams believe that managing information shared and making it meaningful for participants is easier during face-to-face interactions. This implicit theory became visible when the virtual team members began complaining that meeting face to face was necessary for in-depth meaningful discussions. One of our interviewees stated:

The best is to walk around, look at what people are doing and start discussing it with them. (Team Member, Denmark)

Using this implicit theory, we identified two corresponding behaviors that are connected to each other: "cascading information and limited discussions."

3.6.6 Cascading Information and Limited Discussions

Individuals are faced with a great deal of information to absorb, with which they find coping difficult. A manager noted:

There is a dilemma of course; on the one hand, they are facing a lot of cascading information all the time, but on the other hand, they are not including or forgetting to include people. (Manager, USA)

Keeping meetings efficient in terms of the information shared becomes difficult. Instead of focusing on the important things, employees end up simply reporting information. Due to the number of individuals attending the meetings, each person has very limited discussion time, as noted by one of our interviewees:

It is very hard to share meaningful information when you have a meeting with thirty participants. (Manager, Denmark)

The participants’ willingness to engage in in-depth discussions is also limited by the lack of time and broad discussion topics. Another virtual team member recalled:
We do have some bad experiences where we had three hours of video meetings and five to seven applications to discuss. There is no doubt face-to-face is easier. (Team Member, China)

Because the time frame for everyone to meet is limited by time zone differences, more topics are on meeting agendas than participants have time to discuss. The result is a very limited, informative talk about the topic rather than a more in-depth discussion. We also found managerial support for the assumptions in our interviews. One manager particularly acknowledged that what may be keeping people from successful collaboration are their own implicit theories on global virtual collaboration:

> Often distance is just as an excuse not to do anything about it. What I tell my employees is that I don’t want to hear this anymore because they have actually proven several times that some of the best collaboration they have been doing is across sites. (Manager, China)

Further, they observed that more could be done if people would stop complaining and start collaborating:

> We proved that even complicated stuff can be handled virtually. (Manager, Denmark)

### 3.7 Discussion

#### 3.7.1 Main Findings

In this study, we attempted to answer two research questions concerned with implicit theories and their effects on the collaborative behavior of members on global virtual teams. The first research question aimed to identify the types of implicit theories team members have regarding global collaboration and our second to explore how global virtual team members behave as a result of their implicit theories. More precisely, we wanted to examine whether team members’ implicit theories resulted in specific behavioral patterns
in global virtual collaboration. We will discuss our answers to both research questions below.

The first and most present implicit theory in our data, Implicit Theory (1): "You can’t build relationships through virtual meetings", reinforces the importance of the relationships and social interaction facilitated by face-to-face encounters. Prior research stressed the difficulties of communicating virtually because, to a certain extent, technology eliminates social cues, which might result in communication breakdowns (Klitmøller and Lauring, 2013; Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000). While recognizing the challenges of mediated communication, other researchers have shown how individuals’ understanding of perceived familiarity and relatedness toward others depends not only on the characteristics of the media but also on how the individuals approach the communication (Waterworth and Waterworth, 2001). Thus, the question of establishing relationships and connectedness with others in mediated communication is affected by the beliefs, attention, and behavior of the engaged team members, as well as the specific technical solution. Not only did our study affirm this finding, but also we have demonstrated how implicit theories can increase formal and task-related behavior.

In relation to Implicit Theory (2): "I can be present in more than one place at a time", existing research has illustrated how the individuals’ feelings of presence moves from the virtual environment to the actual setting, representing a break in presence that requires a certain level of effort to overcome (Garau et al., 2008). Waterworth and Waterworth (2001) conceptualized presence in terms of attention, stating that due to their reduced cognitive capacity, individuals should aim for equilibrium between the actual world, the virtual world, and their internal world when dividing their attention. Thus, presence is dependent on the allocation of attention, and presence in one world, for instance, the virtual world, requires that the individual be absent from the other worlds (Schultze, 2010). We know from our own study that team members with the implicit theory that one can be present in more than one place at the same time were often zooming out from the actual meeting or doing other things. In alignment with prior studies, this shows that
if people have no motivation to direct their attention to the virtual environment, team members use the time during meetings to work on other tasks (Mark et al., 1999).

Implicit Theory (3), stating that "You can’t have in-depth discussions in a virtual meeting", is strongly connected with the previous two and reinforces the formal view of individuals regarding the lack of usefulness of virtual meetings. Again, this implicit theory is related to existing research concerning how complex and ambiguous tasks are often challenged by technological limitations when they take place with mediated communication (Gerybadze, 2004; Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000). Our findings provide nuance, showing that the combination of technological limitations, individual approach, and implicit theories contributes to the success of a discussion during a virtual meeting. As shown in the Results section, the implicit theory can potentially contribute to more limited discussions and one-way communication, which again decreases individuals’ engagement in a global virtual collaboration. In contrast, Bystrom et al. (1999) suggested that individuals tend to pay more attention to the virtual setting during a captivating task, thus forming the right conditions for being immersed in in-depth discussions.

As Table 3.2 in the Results section shows, a relatively large difference exists between the number of statements we found in support of our implicit theories. This finding leads us to think that some implicit theories are more inherent than others and that individuals are not necessarily aware they subscribe to them, which is also supported by the literature (Dweck et al., 1995b; Job et al., 2015; Lerner, 1970). According to our study, individuals’ implicit theories can have a crucial influence on both their motivation and their behavior with regard to how they approach virtual collaboration. We see a vicious cycle: team members’ implicit theories reinforce a behavior that is consistent with their beliefs, which, in the end, reinforces their implicit theories. As one of the managers interviewed stated, distance is often used as an excuse for not succeeding in global virtual collaboration. Even if, several cases occurred where members of globally distributed teams proved they could successfully accomplish complicated tasks virtually.

According to prior research, managing communication in virtual teams is more chal-
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... challenging than in traditional co-located teams, due to inherent technological limitations and disruptions of conversation patterns, causing misunderstandings and frustrations among team members (Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000; Maznevski et al., 2006). Our findings, however, show that virtual collaboration is challenged not only by these inherent characteristics of computer-mediated communication, but also by the beliefs of team members engaging in virtual collaboration.

### 3.8 Managerial Relevance

Our study of implicit theories has some practical implications. First, managers and organizations should not diminish the existence and influence of the implicit theories people bring to global virtual collaboration. Implicit theories should be analyzed and discussed, thereby guiding people to challenge their beliefs and experiment with new collaborative behaviors. Hence, to facilitate successful virtual collaboration, one must not only add new, more sophisticated technology and provide technological training, but also challenge the implicit theories people bring to collaborative efforts.

Second, to ensure successful global virtual collaboration, organizations must equip virtual team members with the appropriate technology to support their collaboration. In addition to more advanced technologies, qualitatively better and more creative uses of existing technologies should be developed. Regardless of the advanced level of the technology, team members should continuously experiment with the form and content of their virtual meetings to allow for more closeness and in-depth discussion. Organizations should also plan a careful migration of new communications technology, ensuring that these new tools are working to effectively support successful virtual collaboration.

### 3.9 Limitations and Future Research

The contributions of this paper are limited by the design of our study. Our design sought to more closely examine 50 distributed team members and managers in one MNC across four sites to explore a new field of research; however, our reliance upon individ-
ual reports and observations from only one organization limits our contribution. The results revealed in our study are perhaps limited due to the specific organizational context. Future research could address this limitation by obtaining objective measures of both implicit theories and related collaborative behaviors across several organizations and professional areas. Our strategies sought commonalities across the experiences of our informants, which also meant sacrificing a closer examination of a few specific teams and their dynamics. Future research could address this limitation by studying complete teams and their internal dynamics in greater depth. Future research could also investigate the conditions under which specific implicit theories occur and ways in which they are influenced by, for instance, organizational context, profession, and private life. Further, we found no differences across team members’ locations (e.g., HQ vs. subsidiaries), differences that may have been detected if we were to follow a handful of teams longitudinally for a longer period.

Despite these limitations, the exploration of implicit theories and collaborative behavior offers great potential for making global virtual collaboration more successful in the future. Advocating for implicit theories as a lens for understanding the yet unexplored aspects of global virtual collaboration points to the value of addressing the beliefs that influence individuals’ reality and behavior.

3.10 Conclusion

Our study explored implicit theories in global virtual collaboration. Identifying implicit theories addresses an unexplored terrain, which, as we argue here, has potential to help us understand how and why people are challenged by global virtual collaboration. Through interviews and observations gathered from fifty team managers and members, we identified three implicit theories in global virtual collaboration: (1) ”You can’t build relationships through virtual meetings”, (2) ”I can be present in more than one place at a time”, and (3) ”You can’t have in-depth discussions at a virtual meeting”. We also showed how informants behaved as a result of these implicit theories.
The identification of implicit theories in the organizational setting is unexplored terrain, which, as we argue here, has the potential to help us understand how and why people are challenged by global virtual collaboration.
Chapter 4

Time Is Up, Everyone! Back to Meetings

Globally distributed work has increased in popularity in recent years. Such distributed arrangements allow individuals to be part of several teams, spread across time zones, working closely together using advanced information and communication technologies. However, research shows that such work around the clock, which companies implement to increase team productivity, can also disrupt team members’ daily work process, causing frustration and time wasting on their side, with a potentially damaging effect on the overall team productivity. My findings demonstrate that the lack of overlapping work hours during the normal workday and the status of the location and of the team members have serious implications on the daily work-flow of distributed team members as well on their personal lives. I conclude with a discussion of the implications for research and practice.

Keywords: global distribution, collaboration, overlapping hours, time zone, status, work process, work-flow
4.1 Introduction

Effective collaboration among members of globally distributed teams is important for the success of an organization (Zakaria et al., 2004). Recently, several calls have gone out to capture the changing nature of teamwork using global virtual collaboration (Wageman et al., 2012; Gilson et al., 2015). One of the implications of being part of a globally distributed team is that individuals have to adapt to a work-around-the-clock culture or a culture of being "always on" to cope with the associated time and space distribution and be able to work together with remote colleagues in an effective way. This adaptation can sometimes lead individuals to sacrifice their own well-being to keep up with their globally distributed role (Rogelberg et al., 2006). In such situations, when the distribution spans large geographical distances and time zones, the way in which distributed team members organize their work together toward a shared goal becomes crucial both for the performance of the teams to which they belong and for their own well-being (Bakker and Demerouti, 2008; Nurmi, 2011). Therefore, the design of their daily work processes can support or disrupt the success of global collaboration.

What we know so far is that power locations, such as headquarters, and the status of the individuals affect the way people collaborate globally. These types of factors, previously recognized in traditional teams (Burton et al., 2011; Mudambi and Santangelo, 2014), have also been known to influence virtual teams (Hinds et al., 2015). High-status individuals may use their power to obtain better meeting times, or headquarters may be located in such a way that employees there can dominate more remote employees in terms of knowledge sharing (Tang et al., 2011). Even if researchers have previously examined status, and they have found that the power related to geographical location is important, relatively little information is present in the literature about how geographical location and status affect the way distributed team members design their work processes to support effective global collaboration (Gil et al., 2005; Cummings and Haas, 2012; Gilson et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2011).

We know that work-flow design matters, but we still do not know how. Thus, the
research question is as follows: How do geographical distribution and the status of the location and of the individuals influence the design of distributed team members’ daily work-flow?

4.2 Literature Review

In “24-hour - work-around-the-clock” companies, individuals may belong to multiple teams at the same time, some of them spanning large time zones (Boudreau et al., 1998; Carmel, 1999; Wageman et al., 2012). Sometimes, when time differences are as large as 8 hours, they pose significant challenges to the organization of the team members’ daily work processes and the coordination and knowledge-sharing process (Tang et al., 2011). One dimension of geographical locations is time zones. We could examine many factors when we study geographical locations. Time zones are just one of them. This research will focus on time zone differences as an aspect of geographical distribution, as other studies have found that time zones do matter (Gibson and Cohen, 2003; Tang et al., 2011). One of the aspects of time zone differences is the number of overlapping working hours. This consideration is potentially even more interesting. For example, in Greece or Spain, work is easier with time differences. They have siesta, and then they work until 8:00 p.m. In contrast, the workday ends around 3:30 p.m. in Denmark. So, the overlapping working hours are more extensive in Greece or Spain than in Denmark, if working with China or the United States.

Research findings indicate that team leaders can use their status in selecting meeting times, thus choosing those that fit their personal schedule (Metiu, 2006). The level of control a distributed team member has in designing his or her daily work process is very low. Accordingly, this paper is specifically examining the impact of overlapping working hours, or the lack of thereof, rather than time zone differences. The key concept is not time zone differences, but overlapping working hours; time difference, culture, and work ethics all affect overlapping working hours.

A significant body of literature has explored the relationships between headquarters
and subsidiaries of multinational companies (Cummings and Haas, 2012; Hinds and Bailey, 2003; Levina and Vaast, 2008). The focus in such studies has often been on how teams located at subsidiaries can gain power relative to their relationship with headquarters (Mudambi and Santangelo, 2014). However, little has been said about what globally distributed team members experience in terms of the effect location power has on their work process, when collaborating with team members around the world, from locations with different levels of power, such as global headquarters or European headquarters (Tang et al., 2011). In a study on status and collaboration in globally distributed teams with work distributed between teams in the United States and India, Metiu (2006) found that U.S. team members with higher status, located at the headquarters in the United States, engaged in different activities intended to maintain their high status in front of the Indian team, perceived as the lower-status group, and often intimidating their colleagues from India. However, Metiu (2006) did not look at the effect that such activities of the U.S. team had on the work process of the Indian team and on overall team collaboration. A study complementing this research is that of Tang et al. (2011), who found that distributed team members located at headquarters or team members perceived as having high status by their colleagues had more power for establishing virtual meeting times. However, of Espinosa and Pickering (2006) claimed that the focus should be placed not only on the time zone differences between geographically dispersed team members but also on their work schedules. They also found that the key to effective coordination lies in finding the proper adjustment between team members’ collaboration preferences and their task needs. Thus, we know from previous research that power location is important for different aspects of collaboration. These factors are also likely to influence the work processes.

I am investigating how status affects distributed team members’ work processes and work-flow. Researchers have conducted few studies on work processes (Pratt et al., 2006), but studies with other focuses may still inform work processes in globally distributed teams (Hinds et al., 2015; Levina and Vaast, 2008; Metiu, 2006; Tang et al., 2011). These studies would seem relevant, as a good work-flow design has an impact on the daily life
of workers outside work as well, thus influencing employees’ well-being. Truly happy employees are productive employees (Cropanzano and Wright, 2001; Wright et al., 2002; Fritz et al., 2010). For example, when they studied the work processes of medical doctors, Pratt et al. (2006) learned that the workday design was tailored for other responsibilities than those the job required.

Based on these considerations, the present study will explore how the work process of individuals in globally distributed teams is influenced by the geographical distribution and the status of the location and of the individuals. The setting of the study is a Fortune 100 technology-intensive organization, hereafter referred to as GoldenSun, with a global distribution spanning over 70 countries and a work-around-the-clock culture.

4.3 Methods

The purpose of this study is to extend existing theory (Locke, 2001) on the workflows in globally distributed teams by looking at the impact of overlapping hours and the status of the location and of team members. This study follows an inductive exploratory approach, with a cross-sectional research design (Patton, 1990).

4.3.1 Case Selection

I selected GoldenSun for the present study because it is one of the big players in the high-technology industry, with a tradition of using globally distributed teams and with a well-established 24/7 work culture. It is a special case also because the globally distributed employees of this organization have access to the latest cutting-edge technologies for collaboration. They collaborate daily and rarely face technology issues. At GoldenSun, technologies just work. This is an ideal environment for examining how workflow is designed in globally distributed teams, as technology is no longer an issue here, and the focus can be on how team members collaborate and how their workday looks. Thus, my study is especially relevant because other companies are catching up with the latest advances in technology, and this study explores the collaborative behavior of a cutting-edge organization. Because this is an extreme case study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Pettigrew, 1997;
Pratt et al., 2006) it forms a useful example demonstrating why qualitative inquiry is best suited for my study. Extreme cases are unique in their role of building better theory because the interactions observed in such settings are likely to be easier to notice than in others (Pratt et al., 2006). Following this line of thought, in this study, I explore the design of the workday for globally distributed team members, trying to look for differences between different designs based on the location of the team members, their status, and the time distance between them.

4.3.2 Sample and Context

To be able to create new theory by expanding what currently exists (Locke, 2001), I searched for a setting conducive to an exploration of global collaboration between distributed team members at different locations around the globe in an organization well known for its intense collaborative environment and cutting-edge communication technologies. Therefore, the setting offers a more complete view of their daily work process. In addition, I wanted to find an organization that had a tradition of working around the clock in an intense high-technology environment. In my search, I found that this organization had a distinct history and a particular emphasis on high-quality global collaboration. Finally, I chose to study globally distributed team members’ work process within the same organization because by controlling for the organization I had a better chance of noting the differences among the work processes of individuals on the same teams, but at different sites, as opposed to looking at those caused by differences between organizations (Pratt et al., 2006). I used a purposeful sampling strategy to select the case in an initial step (Patton, 1990). The sample covered members of globally distributed teams from eight sites around the world, covering:

- North America - Global headquarters in California (USA), North Carolina (USA): 19 (four managers, 15 team members)

- Europe - London (UK), Reading (UK), Brussels (Belgium), Oslo (Norway), European headquarters in Amsterdam (Netherlands): six (two managers and four team
Most of the participants were from the global headquarters in California (USA), specifically four managers and 11 team members, out of the 19 individuals from North America. Thus, both the sample and the context were optimal. They created a perfect opportunity for researching how distributed team members incorporate collaboration into their daily work process and how their daily work-flow is designed.

4.3.3 Data Collection

The data collection was exploratory and followed an inductive approach. It included interviews with managers and team members, workplace observations, confidential internal documentation, and freely available documentation from the organization’s Web site. The data collection started in the fall of 2012, lasting until end of the summer of 2014.

The primary method of data collection consisted of interviews with members of distributed teams spread across North America, Europe, and Asia, including both managers and team members. I conducted 26 formal interviews and 14 informal interviews. Both the formal and informal interviews lasted from 30 minutes to 2 hours. Out of the 26 formal interviews, four of them lasted 30 minutes, six lasted 45 minutes, fifteen lasted 1 hour, and one lasted 2 hours. I also conducted an additional 14 informal interviews with eight senior managers and six team members. Out of the 14 informal interviews, three lasted 30 minutes, seven lasted 20 minutes, and four lasted 1 hour.

Overall, I conducted formal interviews with seven senior managers, of which two were female, and 19 team members, of which two were female. The gender distribution from the study also happened to be consistent with the distribution of the sexes within the company, even if that was not intended.

I conducted the majority of the interviews via video calls and some in face-to-face encounters. I conducted three interviews using audio only. In the audio interviews, the informants seemed to be paying less attention to the interview than the other interviewees.
Almost all the formal interviews were recorded and then transcribed, with only a couple of exceptions. In those cases, the individuals felt uncomfortable speaking while being recorded, but they still allowed me to take notes during the discussion. The formal interviews took place in face-to-face meetings at the headquarters or in video calls. The informal interviews were very helpful for producing new insights and strengthening the data that had already been collected. The informal interviews took place over lunch breaks, in video calls, and during walks on the campus of a research-intensive university in the San Francisco Bay Area, or at the headquarters of the company.

The semi-structured interviews offered distributed team members the opportunity to share their own thoughts and visions on their work process, such as retrospective explanations, which simple workplace observations or document analysis cannot account for. Although I occasionally modified the interview protocol slightly during the data collection process to account for emerging topics (Spradley, 1979), I kept the questions on topic, related to daily activities and the daily work-flow of the distributed team members. This allowed me to observe the differences in members’ work processes from one site to another as well from the perspectives of managers and those of members on the team.

Other data sources consisted of 16 hours of workplace observations. Observations were made of work performed in different buildings in all parts of the headquarters. Extensive field notes were taken during the time at the headquarters whenever possible.

4.3.4 Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using the qualitative methods (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles and Huberman, 1994), specifically grounded theory (Strauss et al., 1990) and process theory (Langley, 1999), with the main focus on establishing the process of a typical work day for a member of a globally distributed team. The analysis proceeded iteratively, by going through the data collected and the coded structures, and then again through the data collected, and back to the coded categories (Locke, 2001). The analysis tried to stick to the three stages:

- Creating open codes and provisional categories
Integrating the provisional categories into theoretical categories

Selective coding where the final story emerged.

For example, in the open coding phase, I began by identifying statements regarding the distributed team members’ views on their work day (Locke, 2001; Strauss et al., 1990) and combined similar statements to create the initial categories. Below are examples of open coding pertaining to the provisional category ”USA comes online”:

Global Headquarters comes online

So then I’m able to also prepare the meetings that I have during the evenings. And during the evenings, it’s those meetings with the California team members. (Team member, European Subsidiary)

...you have the time difference, which is maybe the biggest challenge for us to collaborate effectively, since my normal working day ends when the California people starts to work. So that’s the biggest change for me. Earlier I – we only had meetings only during normal working hours; but now, since we are part of GoldenSun, we need to attend some meetings during my evening hours. (Team member, European Subsidiary)

If I had more team members in my own time zone, it will certainly be more effective for me, and I could have done more work during my normal work hours, and not spending hours working in the evenings, that will be a big improvement for me. I’m not – since I do have some small kids, so changing my working hours to align with the US doesn’t work for me, because I need to take care of my family. (Team member, European Subsidiary)

USA subsidiary comes online

And then later on the day, so around 2:00 PM my time, then the team members in Florida and Atlanta start to work, so there is some email communication with them, and maybe one or two meetings. (Team member, European Subsidiary)
So my meeting calls in the morning from 9:00 to 12:00 are usually internal, with my personal team [...] **We have people in Texas, we have people in North Carolina, we have people on the East Coast, some people are from India. They’re just calling in at night,** there are times, so it’s really interesting too. (Team member, Global Headquarters)

We can already notice from this provisional categorization that other categories are visible, such as the interruption event when a location comes online, the frustration for having meetings late at night, the need for spending time for family, and the change of work time to meeting time. In the axial coding phase, categories were consolidated to move towards theoretical categorization (Locke, 2001; Strauss et al., 1990). To illustrate this, the previous provisional code ”USA comes online”, together with other provisional codes ”Global Headquarters comes online”, and ”Blocking family time”, were captured in the category called ”Events”. In the last stage, the selective coding tells the story of how the theoretical categories fit together in the same picture. Next, an illustration of the findings follows.

### 4.4 Discussion and Results

Table 4.1 offers an illustration of the typical workday of a member of a global team capturing the times when different team members come online from different locations and the effects that has on each of their work-flows.
Table 4.1: Typical workday of a globally distributed employee

*Pacific Time Zone, coinciding with the Global HQs time zone; grey - standard “9 to 5” working times with time usually spent on “actual work”; green – meetings in the normal working time; red – meetings outside normal working hours.
The moment the global headquarters comes online, most often the work content changes from actual work to time in meetings. Additionally, Table 4.1 shows that compared to the other headquarters, the individuals located at the global headquarters have the most time available for doing actual work and spend less time in meetings outside of normal working times. Illustrative quotes in support of these findings include the following:

One of the graces of being on the East Coast is that my mornings are fairly quiet. (Team member, USA Subsidiary)

I’m curious, is it a little bit true in Europe as well (wondering) that your day gets busy once Silicon Valley comes online the same here? (Manager, Asia Headquarters)

From the illustrative statements, we also notice the East Coast person’s joy at having time for actual work in the mornings, until the global headquarters comes online and the time in meetings takes over. We can see the member located at the Asia headquarters almost begging for confirmation that everyone’s workday becomes busy with meetings once the global headquarters comes online.

Additionally, we observe that the individual located in Singapore has all non-standard working hours booked in meetings until a little after midnight and normal working hours booked with meetings and actual work. For the person located at the Asia headquarters, being on the same team with people from Europe and the United States leaves no time for life outside of work. We can thus also notice that when only a couple of normal working hours overlap or when none overlap with the normal working hours of the other team members, the non-standard working hours convert into working hours in red lettering. This signals meeting times outside of normal working hours, while the normal working hours remain working hours. This leaves individuals with very little power to design their work-flow, as well as their personal flow, as they need to negotiate time for family away from meetings, even during non-standard working hours. This finding calls attention to
the danger around globally distributed team members’ well-being and health, resonating with previous research on the importance of mental health and a balanced lifestyle for globally distributed team members (Fineman et al., 2007; Nurmi, 2011) and answering the call of Gilson et al. (2015). Apparently, individuals also design their everyday activities around the clock to fit the power center’s own work schedule. This is consistent with previous literature studying the power location and the status of the individuals at headquarters (Mudambi and Santangelo, 2014), as well as the importance of looking at team members’ schedules (Espinosa and Pickering, 2006). It also draws attention to how the status of the location can be relative and influenced by the power of the location. As we can see from the table, the power of the global headquarters to disrupt the work-flow for the team members located both at the Europe and Asia headquarters goes only one way. To some extent, this is similar to the research conducted by (Tang et al., 2011), who found that individuals located at headquarters are perceived as having higher status by their distributed team colleagues and can thus wield higher negotiation power when determining team meeting times. Yet Tang et al. (2011) did not differentiate among different headquarters and the way that hierarchy influences team members’ workday. The present study closes that gap.

The power center is usually the headquarters (Burton et al., 2011), but lacking a connection to the headquarters, the power center is usually determined by the location of the team leader, as he or she is perceived to hold a higher status (Levina and Vaast, 2008). However, if a team’s leader has a location that differs from the location of the headquarters, and a team member is located at the headquarters, the team’s power center may vary. We can see this in Table 4.1. The manager located in Singapore has less control of his work-flow, and even his day outside of the normal working hours, when the global headquarters comes online. Therefore, this study also deepens our current understanding of the impact the status of the individuals has as compared to the status of a power location in designing the work-flow of even a manager.
4.5 Implications for Theory and Practice

This study signals to organizations the importance of the status of a location and of the individuals, as well as of overlapping working hours, for designing a healthy workflow for members of globally distributed teams both during standard and non-standard working hours. This study continues the research conducted by Tang et al. (2011), on the importance of a high status location for boosting negotiating power when establishing meeting times in a globally distributed team. It does so by taking Tang et al. (2011)’s research a step further and looking into the implications for the daily work-flow of the individuals and drawing attention to the little control individuals have even for designing their day outside of normal working hours, with implications for their well-being (Nurmi, 2011). Now we have a better understanding of how overlapping hours (Espinosa and Pickering, 2006) together with the status of the location and of the individuals (Levina and Vaast, 2008; Metiu, 2006; Mudambi and Santangelo, 2014), impacts the design of workdays and non-workdays for members of globally distributed teams.

Therefore, to ensure successful collaboration among global team members, organizations could engage in an internal examination of their daily collaborative behaviors. Such an exploration of internal practices could help to design better teams and increase the work satisfaction of their members. These results suggest that individuals find their work processes disrupted every time headquarters comes online. This can be avoided by establishing a mutually adjusting system for collaboration among team members, as well as reducing such impacts by minimizing the time zone differences among team members working on strategic projects. When designing distributed teams, managers should consider whether having team members with time differences of more than 3 hours on the same team is necessary.
4.6 Limitations

First, the generalizability of the findings to other distributed team settings poses a problem, as the sample used here is relatively small. Second, even if the data gathered span a variety of geographical locations, these data are only relevant for high-technology, knowledge-intensive environments, thus leaving aside the reality of global work for other industry sectors. Future research should expand these findings by following several teams, instead of individual team members. An ethnographic approach should be considered. Finally, this study relies, in part, on the retrospective judgments of informants. Future studies should include direct observations of individuals to identify any differences between what informants say and what they actually do in the practice of their work, eventually also shadowing several members of the globally distributed teams at several sites. Also, a research team, instead of a single researcher, would be of great benefit.

4.7 Conclusion

The findings of the present study show that individuals themselves have little control in designing their daily work processes. Their control over their own workday increases with the power afforded by their perceived status within their team or the perceived status of their location. Individuals have their workday mapped to the time zone of their team leader or of their team colleagues situated at locations perceived as having a higher status than their own. During this time, they are mostly engaged in work meetings. Outside of these time zones, what is left of the 24-hour workday is time spent on activities involving work done outside of meetings, which they often regard as "time for actual work."

Knowing how distributed team members design their work-flow and why they do so can inform organizations about how to design better teams and thus increase their performance and well-being. Designing teams within a small time zone circle, with a time difference of not more than 3 hours, can increase team well-being and ultimately increase performance. Moreover, designing the work-flow to account for individuals’ work-life bal-
ance could significantly affect productivity and enhance performance, as previous studies also show. This study extends the theory on distributed work arrangements, contributing to the literature on virtual collaboration. It does so by showing how global distribution affects the work process of members of globally distributed teams, more specifically on the important role that the anchor point, the team leader’s physical location, plays in the workday of global teams. This work also draws on the psychology literature, as it has some effect on work enjoyment, employee satisfaction, and health at the workplace. Stress at work is increasing, and this makes employees less productive than they would be if they had at most 3-hour time differences between themselves and other members of their team. In the ideal case, they would have more control over the way in which they organize their activities. Another concluding point is that teams can face serious drawbacks if they have 6-9 hours of time difference because this disrupts the collaboration as well as the work-flow.

These findings hold true for this case study organization, and I only studied a single company. However, since other organizations are catching up with this particular company’s level of communications technology, they are likely to face similar issues if they do not proceed with caution.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Effective Collaboration in Globally Distributed Teams

This chapter brings together the findings and implications from the three research papers included in this dissertation. It does so by first looking back at the overall research question and the sub-research questions the introductory chapter presents, and then proceeds to answering them based on the results from the three papers. It then offers an overview of the implications for theory and practice and ends with some concluding remarks.

The overall research question this dissertation aimed to explore was as follows:

How do we engage members of globally distributed teams in effective collaboration using advanced meeting tools when they are part of a technology intensive organization characterized by a work-around-the-clock culture?

The three abovementioned papers include sub-research questions.

- **RQ (1):** How do distributed team members collaborate using advanced meeting tools in a technology-intensive environment with a work-around-the-clock culture?

- **RQ (1.1):** Why do distributed team members engage in apparent non-collaborative behavior with their dispersed colleagues?
• **RQ (2):** How do distributed team members’ perceptions of virtual work influence their engagement in global collaboration?

• **RQ (3):** How does geographical distribution (i.e., the status of the location and the individuals) influence the design of the distributed team members’ daily work-flow?

### 5.1.1 Answering the Research Questions

The first paper, "Playing the Game on How to Advance in Distributed Teams: Get Noticed, or Die Trying," explored the first two sub-research questions. With respect to the first sub-research question, findings showed that collaboration in globally distributed teams mostly occurred in a synchronous way, via virtual meetings, with the support of the advanced meeting tools available. They also revealed that on a distributed team with a work-around-the-clock culture, one requires a change in lifestyle to fulfill one’s job responsibilities from a collaborative perspective. Distributed team members’ job roles required them to be present in meetings in as much as much as 70% of their work week. The immediate implication when faced with so many meetings, scheduled one after another, was that distributed team members needed to show flexibility in the way they planned their workday to be able to do "actual work". Therefore, they ended up multitasking, not paying attention to their colleagues, and often working on other tasks during meetings. This type of behavior is not what one could exactly call "collaborative", as team members were no longer actively working together toward a shared goal, but were working apart while being together online.

This leads to the second sub-research question, which attempts to explain why distributed team members engage in this apparent non-collaborative behavior with colleagues. My results show that people appear to engage in seemingly non-collaborative activities in virtual meetings (e.g., working on other projects, eating, playing video games, or watching YouTube videos) not necessarily out of choice or desire. They do so because of the large number of meetings blocking so much time during their work week. They use multitasking as a coping mechanism for the challenge of too much collaboration, while at the same time fulfilling the requirements of their job role (collaboration around the clock).
and their personal career ambitions to the extent of sacrificing their private life. When part of a distributed team, the need to visibly work is translated into meeting attendance, as compared to work in traditional offices, where individuals would signal hard work to their manager by staying late at the office. On a distributed team, the signaling shifts to the virtual setting. Individuals need to be present to receive updates, show their faces, attend to the duties their role entails, and secure a chance of advancing their career.

I found that distributed team members’ apparent non-collaborative behavior stems from their engagement in multiple tasks at the same time unrelated the subject of their meetings. I also discovered that one of the reasons for their doing so is to manage the organizational culture of meetings. However, the underlying reason is to turn visibility in virtual settings to their advantage by using it to simultaneously fake participation and network for career advancement. They sacrifice their private life to ensure their visibility for career purposes.

The second paper, “Perceived Challenges in Global Collaboration: Exploring Implicit Theories in Virtual Meetings and Their Impact on Collaborative Behavior,” explored the perceptions of distributed team members toward virtual work and ways in which these perceptions influenced collaborative behavior. Together with my co-author, we proposed using implicit theory as a new conceptual lens through which to understand distributed team members’ collaborative behavior in virtual meetings. Implicit theories are defined as core assumptions that form an individual’s reality and foster behavior that are consistent with these assumptions in a particular domain. We argued that such implicit theories are as omnipresent in organizations and on virtual teams as they are in everyday life. Through interviews and observations we gathered from 50 team managers and members, we identified three implicit theories on global collaboration: ”You can’t build relationships through virtual meetings”, ”I can be present in more than one place at a time”, and ”You can’t have in-depth discussions at a virtual meeting”. Using multi-sited ethnography, we investigated how certain collaborative behaviors appear to be connected to each of the three implicit theories on global collaboration. Our results demonstrated how the implicit
theories can increase formal and task-related behavior and contribute to an approach leading to more limited discussions, multitasking, and one-way communication, which again impacts the user’s engagement in global virtual collaboration. We also noticed a vicious cycle that team members’ implicit theories reinforce behavior that is consistent with their beliefs, which, in the end, reinforces their implicit theories.

The third paper, "Time Is Up, Everyone! Back to Meetings", explored the last sub-research question by taking a retrospective process view to understand what a typical workday looks like in the life of distributed team members. In doing so, it outlined how geographical distribution (i.e., the status of the location and the individuals) influences the design of distributed team members’ daily workflow. Findings revealed that distributed team members tend to design their everyday activities around the clock to fit the power center’s own work process. For example, when global headquarters (HQ) comes online, meetings kick off. The power center of one team can change, depending on the location of the team leader. However, a location power hierarchy usually emerges. The power center is usually HQ, but absent a connection to HQ, the power center is usually given by the team leader’s location. However, if a team’s leader has a location differing from that of HQ, and another team member is located at HQ, the team’s power center can vary. The findings showed that such work around the clock implemented to increase team productivity can also disrupt the daily work process of team members (e.g., through meetings), causing frustration, energy drain, and the wasting of time on their side, with a potentially damaging effect on overall team productivity. Little power is left for them to design their daily workflow, as they are dependent on the time zone of global HQ. The most severe situation is when someone is located at Asia’s HQ and must be available for global HQ in California and Europe’s HQ. Such team members most often end up working from morning till somewhere close to after midnight, leaving time for nothing but sleep.
5.1.2 Implications for Theory

Recently, several calls have gone out for capturing the changing nature of the teamwork in global virtual collaboration (Wageman et al., 2012; Gilson et al., 2015). With the overall research question, this dissertation attempted to answer this call and further our understanding of how team members collaborate when dispersed around the world using advanced collaborative technologies to communicate.

The first two sub-research questions tried to illuminate the underlying reasons distributed team members have to behave in apparently non-collaborative ways. With meetings being so important to a firm’s success (Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012; Tang et al., 2011) as well as to the individuals themselves in terms of career advancement opportunities or simply for task completion (Ericksen and Dyer, 2004), the apparent non-collaborative behavior presented during meetings was not properly understood. This is now known to be a coping mechanism for dealing with meeting overload. However, a more in-depth look at how individuals behave, by following them in their natural settings using an ethnographic approach, would be useful here in furthering our understanding of how exactly the race for career blends with the need for getting noticed and can lead to extremes such as die trying.

The second paper attempted to answer to its sub-research question by building on the theoretical model of Dweck et al. (1995a), who showed how, especially in the face of negative events, individuals’ judgments and actions are influenced by their implicit theories of intelligence and morality. Specifically, the research question explored how implicit theories on global virtual collaboration bring to the fore the importance of one’s own beliefs in creating one’s perception of a certain technology or virtual work, showing that such implicit theories are as omnipresent in organizations and virtual teams as they are in everyday life.

Finally, even if status has been previously examined, and it has been hinted that the power related to geographical location is important (Levina and Vaast, 2008; Tang et al., 2011; Mudambi and Santangelo, 2014), relatively little information was available on how
these affect the way distributed team members design their work processes to support effective global collaboration. The third research question explored that gap and brought to light the fact that distributed team members have in fact very little power in designing their workflow or even their own private time.

5.1.3 Implications for Practice

Firstly, organizations should make sure to allow for advancement or establish incentive structures to prevent people from using their time in a meeting for self-serving purposes. Turning meetings from strategic to useful is one solution. The dominant mindset for meeting attendance should be that if the meeting topics do not fit into individuals’ work, then they should not be having those meetings because doing so is not in the best interest of either the team members or the firm. This is a waste of team members’ time and the firm’s resources, potentially leading to an overall drop in team performance.

Secondly, considering implicit beliefs is important when aiming to understand how virtual working conditions compromise the perceptions team members bring into their work and the extent to which they can effectively comply with the requirements of global virtual work. Our findings show how virtual collaboration is challenged not only by the inherent characteristics of computer-mediated communication, but also by the beliefs of team members engaging in virtual collaboration. Thus, a closer look into how people perceive working from a distance using mediated technologies and tackling this issue early on can have important consequences on the long-term functioning of the team.

Lastly, to ensure successful collaboration among global team members, organizations could engage in an internal examination of daily collaboration practices. Such an exploration of internal practices could help design better teams and increase team members’ work satisfaction. As it appears from these findings, individuals disrupt their work processes every time the team leader comes online at his or her location and to a larger extent when that location is global HQ. This can be avoided by setting up a mutually adjusting system for collaboration among team members, as well as reducing such impacts by minimizing time zone differences among team members working on strategic projects,
as well as opting for a larger block when times overlap.

5.1.4 Limitations and Future Research

The relatively small sample size used in this study limits the extent to which the findings can be generalized to a wider population of global team members and distributed work settings. In addition, even if the data gathered span a variety of geographical locations, the data are only relevant for high-technology, knowledge-intensive environments, with a work-around-the-clock culture, thus leaving aside the reality of global work for other industry sectors. Future research should expand these findings by following several teams, instead of individual team members. An ethnographic approach should be considered. Future research could address these issues by studying complete teams and their internal dynamics in greater depth. Future research could also investigate the conditions under which specific implicit theories occur and ways they are influenced by, for instance, organizational context, profession, and private life. Further, no differences were found across team members’ locations (e.g., HQ vs. subsidiaries), differences that may have been detected if we were to follow a handful of teams longitudinally for a longer period. Finally, this study relies, in part, on the retrospective judgments of informants. Further studies should include direct observations of individuals to identify any differences between what informants say and what they actually do in the practice of their work, eventually also shadowing several members of globally distributed teams at several sites. Also, a research team, instead of a single researcher, would be a great benefit.

5.1.5 Concluding Remarks

The findings show that career advancement plays a key role in explaining apparent non-collaborative behavior. They also indicate that individuals are willing to sacrifice their personal life for career advancement and that individuals’ perceptions of virtual work are likely to influence the way they engage in global collaboration. We also learned that individuals themselves have little control in designing their daily work processes. Their control over their own workday increases with the power given by their perceived
status within their team or the perceived status of their location. Individuals have their work day mapped to the time zone of their team leader or of their team colleagues at locations perceived as having a higher status than their own. During this time, they are mostly engaged in work meetings. Outside of these time zones, what is left from the 24h workday is time spent on activities involving work done outside meetings, which they often regard as "time for actual work." Knowing how distributed team members design their work-flow and why they do so can inform organizations on how to design better teams and thus increase their performance and well-being. Designing teams within a small time zone circle, with a time difference of not more than 3 hours, can increase team well-being and ultimately increase performance. Moreover, when designing the work-flow also accounting for individuals’ work-life balance can significantly affect productivity and enhance performance, as previous studies also show.

With my three studies, I have contributed to the understanding of why distributed team members engage in apparent non-collaborative behavior, how perceptions of virtual teamwork influence collaborative behavior and impact the virtual collaboration process, and lastly, how the status of the site and of the individual, together with geographical location, shape the daily workflow of distributed team members. All in all, my contributions help illuminate the ways in which we can engage globally distributed team members in effective virtual collaboration.
Appendix A

Interview Guide

Interview Protocol¹

Expected duration: 45 - 60 min.

Sections:

A) Intro (5 min.): Provide a brief introduction about myself and my project; mention NDA and recording permission; set the stage for the interviewee to feel comfortable with my questions

B) Workday (5 - 8 min.): Gather a holistic view of the everyday work environment

C) Team (6 - 9 min.): Examine team distribution, activities and projects in which they are engaged

D) Knowledge-sharing behavior (6 - 9 min.): Cover the process behind knowledge sharing and communication technology used to share information within teams

E) Meeting behavior (14 - 17 min.): Gain an understanding of the mechanisms behind meetings and the way people engage in them and how they decide to pay attention and capture the information they perceive as important

F) Post-meeting behavior (8 - 11 min.): Illuminate the way people choose to act upon the knowledge they receive during the meeting

¹This is the first draft of the interview protocol. As data collection proceeded, the interview guide changed to account for new findings.
A) Intro: 5 min.

B) Workday: 5 - 8 min.

The purpose is to develop a sense of what they are doing in their everyday work lives. I will begin with general questions to encourage them to talk openly about what they do at work.

B.1. I know there is no typical day, but what do you normally do during a workday? What does your day look like from the time you get to the office until you leave for the day?

During the "workday description" I direct the conversation to gain a feeling for the following:

- Type of knowledge needed during the day
- Organizational culture and work environment
- Type of people with whom they interact during the day (e.g., engineers) and the frequency of those interactions
- Tools and mechanisms used in the knowledge-sharing process.

C) Team: 6 - 9 min.

Instead of assuming that I know what a team is, I start by asking the interviewee to clarify the concept for me. The objective is to encourage them to freely discuss their team. I build on the responses I received from the previous description of their workdays.

C.1. So, you are part of a team? Or maybe part of multiple teams?

C.2. How is your team distributed? Where is everyone located?

C.3. What does a team look like at GoldenSun (e.g., number of team members, their background, cultural mix)?
C.4. How do you define a team? How do you get along with the other team members?

C.5. In what types of activities are you engaged that involve teamwork?

C.6. On what type of projects are you usually working? What are you working on now?

C.7. How long does a project usually last?

C.8. Do you find it easy to meet milestones? Do you see any difficulties in the process? Can you think of some examples for me?

I will direct the questions to gain an overview of the following:

- Team composition
- Team activities
- Type of projects on which they are working
- How they collaborate with their colleagues
- The way in which team distribution and composition influence the effectiveness of their daily work.

D) Knowledge sharing behavior: 6 - 9 min.

This step involves slowly getting into their experiences with using communication technologies to share knowledge inside their distributed team.

D.1. How do you share knowledge with your colleagues when you work on projects together? What type of technology to do use? Do you meet in person?

D.2. Do you approach people the same way regardless of their location?

D.3. How about when talking to people whose native language is not English? Do you notice any differences?

D.4. What kind of technologies do you think are best for sharing the type of knowledge with which you usually work? Which ones do you prefer and why?
D.5. Are there specific roles inside the team? Either formal or informal?

D.6. How important are those roles? Do they influence, for example, how people are called in for a meeting?

E) Meeting behavior: 14 - 17 min.

Building on the data from the pilot study, I try to examine the way they share knowledge during a meeting and how they ensure they capture it. I also try to gain an understanding of what really occurs in a meeting and how useful it is for their project.

E.1. But what is a meeting after all? That is, when talking on the phone or chatting on an instant messenger, would you say you are part of a meeting? What do you consider a meeting?

E.2. What does it actually mean to be in a meeting? What is the difference between a meeting and just talking to someone?

E.3. Can you think of an example of a usual meeting and describe to me what occurs during the meeting? I will direct the description of the meeting process to understand the mechanisms behind meetings and clarify the following:

- What triggers them to schedule and attend meetings
- Types of places where meetings are usually held
- Types of technologies used during the meeting and the reasons for using them
- Types of people attending the meeting
- Types of questions asked during a meeting
- Importance of meetings in their daily work
- Sense of productivity during the meeting.
Now that I have a pretty good understanding of how it feels to be in a meeting, I will try to gain a sense of how attention is allocated during meetings.

E.4. I have been in plenty of meetings and I know it is challenging to maintain a high attention level. What do you think? Is it easy to stay focused during a meeting?

E.4. How do you keep track of what is going on in a meeting?

E.4. What mechanisms do you use, if any, to capture information during meetings?

F) Post-meeting behavior: 8 - 11 min.

Understanding the mechanisms behind a meeting is as important as uncovering what occurs with the knowledge shared during the meeting after the meeting ends and how people integrate it into their projects.

F.1. What kind of information do you remember immediately after a meeting?

F.2. How do you keep track of what was shared in a meeting?

F.3. How do you use the people and knowledge gained from a meeting?

F.4. Do you follow up with the people with which you met? Can you think of a time you followed up and describe it to me (why, when, how often)?

F.5. How do you integrate the knowledge gained from a meeting into your project?

F.6. How important is attending meetings to the success of your project?

F.7. Do you sometimes forget information important to the project after a meeting?

      What do you do when you realize it?

F.8. How do you generally feel about attending meetings?

The end goal is to cover all topics by providing as useful information as possible. To the interviewee, the interview should look like an open-ended conversation about his/her work.
Appendix B

English Summary

In today’s globalized world it is highly important for organizations to master the art of effective global collaboration. Thus, this research sought to gain insight into how distributed team members work together towards a shared goal using advanced collaborative technologies and how organizations can engage their employees in more effective global virtual collaboration.

This dissertation is composed of three articles, all of which tackle aspects of collaboration in globally distributed teams. The dissertation generally seeks to offer an in-depth view of collaborative behavior from a setting in which work around the clock is a long-term tradition, and where the latest cutting-edge communication technologies are available on a daily basis and are nearly free of technical problems. This setting is particularly relevant, as important lessons can be learned by examining how collaboration works over distance when there are few, if any, technical barriers to successful collaboration. The unit of analysis was the individual. All participants were part of globally distributed teams. They all had one core team and were members of two to five other teams. They were all working on projects requiring strategic input and specialized expertise and were part of the same team for a period between six months and five years. However, the most common team memberships were for one to two years, after which they joined a new team. Though unlikely, the same team colleagues can be on multiple teams together. The data was collected at two large Fortune 500 companies, one with headquarters in
Denmark and the other in California, USA.

The first article explores how distributed team members collaborate and why they seem to engage in ostensibly non-collaborative behavior during their synchronous collaboration time with their dispersed colleagues. My findings show that individuals multitask and work on other projects, eat, or exercise during virtual meetings. These behaviors do not reflect non-collaborative tendencies; rather, they serve as coping mechanisms to handle the overload of work and the stress of meeting the expectations of a company with an "always-on" culture. My findings also show that another key player in explaining their apparently non-collaborative behavior is career advancement, for which individuals also seem willing to endure extreme sacrifices in their personal lives. The implications for effective global collaboration are discussed with respect to the design of distributed teams.

The second article uses implicit theory as a new conceptual lens through which to understand distributed team members’ collaborative behavior in virtual meetings. Using multi-sited ethnography, we identify three implicit theories on global collaboration: "You can’t build relationships through virtual meetings", "I can be present in more than one place at a time" and "You can’t have in-depth discussions in a virtual meeting". We then explore how these implicit theories relate to specific collaborative behaviors and observe a cycle that has team members’ implicit beliefs reinforcing their behaviors and vice versa.

The last article explores how the status of the location and the individuals, together with geographical distribution and overlapping work hours, impact the daily work-flow of distributed team members. My findings show that their work-flow is often disrupted when the global headquarters comes online, often impacting their personal lives as well. This study highlights the importance of overlapping work hours when designing distributed teams on overall team productivity and employee well-being.
I dagens globaliserede verden er det af største betydning for organisationer at beherske effektiv global kollaboration. Denne forskning søger at opnå indsigt i, hvordan distribuerede team-medlemmer arbejder sammen mod et fælles mål ved at bruge avancerede kollaborative teknologier, og hvordan virksomhedsorganisationer kan få deres ansatte til at indgå i mere effektive globale kollaborationer.

Denne afhandling består af tre artikler, som alle afdækker aspekter af kollaborationer i globalt distribuerede teams. Afhandlingen søger overordnet at give et dybdegående billede af kollaborativ adfærd med det udgangspunkt, at det, at arbejde døgnet rundt, længe har været en tradition, og hvor de seneste cutting-edge kommunikationsteknologier er tilgængelige på daglig basis og uden væsentlige tekniske problemer. Dette er især relevant, da der kan opnås vigtig viden ved at undersøge, hvordan kollaborationer fungerer over afstand, når der er få, hvis overhovedet nogen, tekniske forhindringer. Målet for analysen var individet. Alle deltagere indgik i globaliserede, distribuerede teams. De indgik hver i et core-team og to til fem andre teams. De arbejdede alle på projekter, der krævede strategiske inputs og specialiseret ekspertise og var del af det samme team i perioder fra seks måneder til fem år. Dog var det mest normale at være del af et team i et til to år, hvorefter de indgik i et nyt team. Omend usandsynligt var det muligt, at de samme team-kolleger kunne være i flere teams sammen. Dataene kommer fra to store Fortune 500 selskaber; et med hovedkvarter i Danmark og det andet med hovedkvarter i
Californien, USA.

Den første artikel behandler, hvordan distribuerede team-medlemmer samarbejder, og hvorfor de synes at engagere sig i tilsyneladende ikke-samarbejdende adfærd under deres kollaborative møder. Mine resultater viser, at disse individer multitasker og arbejder på andre projekter, spiser eller dyrker motion under disse virtuelle møder. Denne adfærd afspejler ikke ikke-kollaborative tendenser, de tjener snarere som en mekansime til at håndtere for høje arbejdsbyrder samt stress over at skulle imødekomme forventningerne i et firma med ”always on” kultur. Mine resultater viser også, at en anden væsentlig årsag, til den tilsyneladende ikke-kollaborative adfærd, er forfremmelsesmuligheder, for hvilke ekstreme ofre i privatlivet er acceptable. Implikationerne for effektive globale kollaborationer diskuteres i forhold til designet af de distribuerede teams.

Den anden artikel bruger implicit teori som en ny konceptuel betragtning, med hvilken distribuerede team-medlemmers kollaborative adfærd under virtuelle møder kan forstås. Ved hjælp af multi-sited etnografi, identificerer vi tre implicitte teorier om global kollaboration: ”Man kan ikke opbygge relationer gennem virtuelle møder,” ”Jeg kan være til stede mere end et sted ad gangen” og ”Man kan ikke have dybdegående diskussioner i et virtuelt møde”. Vi undersøger efterfølgende, hvordan disse implicitte teorier relaterer til specifikke kollaborative adfærdsmønstre og observerer en cyklus, hvor team-medlemmers holdninger forstærker deres adfærd og omvendt.

Den sidste artikel behandler, hvordan placering af indviderne, sammen med geografisk fordeling og overlappende arbejdstider, har indflydelse på det daglige workflow hos distribuerede team-medlemmer. Mine resultater viser, at deres workflow ofte afbrydes, når det globale hovedkvarter kommer online, hvilket også har indflydelse på deres privatliv. Denne undersøgelse understreger vigtigheden af overlappende arbejdstider, ved sammenligning af et distribueret team, for at højne teamets produktivitet og medarbejdernes trivsel.
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